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Abstract

The rules for Core Logic are stated, and various important results
about the system are summarized. We describe its relationship to
other systems, such as Classical Logic, Intuitionistic Logic, Minimal
Logic, and the Anderson–Belnap relevance logic R. A precise, positive
explication is offered of what it is for the premises of a proof to con-
nect relevantly with its conclusion. This characterization exploits the
notion of positive and negative occurrences of atoms in sentences. It is
shown that all Core proofs are relevant in this precisely defined sense.
We survey extant results about variable-sharing in rival systems of rel-
evance logic, and find that the variable-sharing conditions established
for them are weaker than the one established here for Core Logic (and
for its classical extension). Proponents of other systems of relevance
logic (such as R and its subsystems) are challenged to formulate a
stronger variable-sharing condition, and to prove that R or any of its
subsystems satisfies it, but that Core Logic does not. We give reasons
for pessimism about the prospects for meeting this challenge.
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Steven Dalglish, Gemma Robles, Stephen Read, two anonymous referees, and the editor
of the Review of Symbolic Logic.
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1 Introduction

This paper is written with the aim of bringing to the attention of mathe-
matical, philosophical and computational logicians—and among them, rele-
vance logicians especially—a very strong and interestingly nuanced variable-
sharing property enjoyed by Core Logic. The writing was prompted by a
referee’s question in connection with Tennant [2014b], inquiring after a ‘pos-
itive characteristic of the relevance [Core Logic] induces’. This paper is a
full and self-contained expansion of the perforce brief explanation offered,
in Tennant [2014b], in response to this question.

1.1 Some words about Core Logic C and its classical exten-
sion C+

The reader who wishes to have more of the motivational background for
(first-order) Core Logic will find it at greater length in pp. 450–453 of Ten-
nant [2012]. In order to make this paper as self-contained as possible, how-
ever, it is worth summarizing certain virtues of first-order Core Logic and
its classical extension. Doing so might also heighten the interest and signif-
icance of the main result of this paper. The precise definition of Core Logic
and of its classical extension will be given in §2.2, after the primitive rules
of inference have been stated.

Theorem 1 (‘Cut Elimination’ for Core Logic (Tennant [2012])).
There is an effective method [ , ] that transforms any two core proofs

∆
Π
ϕ

ϕ,Γ
Σ
θ

(where ϕ 6∈ Γ and Γ may be empty)

into a core proof [Π Σ] of θ or of ⊥ from (some subset of) ∆ ∪ Γ

An exactly similar result holds for Classical Core Logic (Tennant [2014b]).
For Core Logic and Classical Core Logic, the respective Cut-Elimination

Theorems yield the following further results, where the single turnstile `
represents deducibility in whichever of the two systems one is considering.
(Bear in mind that when we write ‘∆ ` ϕ’ we mean, in the usual way, that
there is a proof, in the system in question, of the conclusion ϕ from premises
that are drawn from ∆. The latter premises need not exhaust ∆.)

Theorem 2 (Cut with potential epistemic gain).
If ∆ ` ϕ and Γ, ϕ ` ψ, then either ∆,Γ ` ⊥ or ∆,Γ ` ψ
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Theorem 3 (Cut for absurdity (or ‘Cut for ⊥’)).
If ∆ ` ϕ and Γ, ϕ ` ⊥, then ∆,Γ ` ⊥

Theorem 4 (Cut on consistent premises).
If ∆ 6` ⊥, and ∆ ` θ for each θ ∈ Γ, and Γ ` ψ, then ∆ ` ψ

We also have a Double-Negation Interpretation of Classical Logic C in
Core Logic C:

Theorem 5 (Gödel–Glivenko–Gentzen Theorem).
If ∆ `C ϕ, then either ∀¬¬[¬¬∆] `C ∀¬¬[¬¬ϕ] or ∀¬¬[¬¬∆] `C ⊥

Core Logic C is related to Intuitionistic Logic I as follows.

Theorem 6. If ∆ `I ϕ, then for some Γ ⊆ ∆, either Γ `C ϕ or Γ `C ⊥

Classical Core Logic C+ is analogously related to Classical Logic C:

Theorem 7. If ∆ `C ϕ, then for some Γ ⊆ ∆, either Γ `C+ ϕ or Γ `C+ ⊥

From these results we obtain the following.

Theorem 8. If ∆ `I ⊥, then ∆ `C ⊥

Theorem 9. If ∆ `C ⊥, then ∆ `C+ ⊥

Theorem 10. If `I ϕ, then `C ϕ

Theorem 11. If `C ϕ, then `C+ ϕ

Theorem 12. If ∆ 6`I ⊥ and ∆ `I ϕ, then ∆ `C ϕ

Theorem 13. If ∆ 6`C ⊥ and ∆ `C ϕ, then ∆ `C+ ϕ

1.2 On relevantizing

Core Logic C can be thought of as the result of relevantizing Intuitionistic
Logic I by re-thinking the forms of Introduction and Elimination rules and
banning the rule of Ex Falso Quodlibet. Classical Core Logic C+ can be
thought of as the result of relevantizing Classical Logic C in the same way.
In each case (intuitionistic or classical) the relevantized system furnishes
proofs for all theorems, all inconsistencies, and all consequences of consistent
sets of premises of the ‘parent’ system that it relevantizes. This is the upshot
of Theorems 8-13.

The Core logician relevantizes, however, at the ‘level of the turnstile’,
and not by dramatically altering the logical behavior of the object-language
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conditional →. The Core logician seeks to preserve the usual meanings
of the logical operators. The aim is only to cleanse both Classical and
Intuitionistic logic of certain irrelevancies. These are the irrelevancies that
arise, essentially, from applications—in the system of natural deduction—of
the Absurdity Rule and of certain forms of introduction and elimination
rules that permit ‘vacuous discharge’ of assumptions. In the corresponding
sequent calculi, the culprit rules are those of Weakening and of (unrestricted)
Cut.

Usually, relevance logicians seek to demonstrate the success of their sys-
tems (in relevantizing) by proving ‘variable-sharing’ results. (See §6 for
a survey.) So the question arises: what sort of variable-sharing results
might one be able to prove for the core systems C and C+? With Core
Logic so effectively shadowing Intuitionistic Logic, and with Classical Core
Logic doing the same with Classical Logic—as shown by the aforementioned
(meta)theorems—one might expect the prospects to be rather dim for es-
tablishing a strong variable-sharing result in the propositional case, and a
strong extralogical vocabulary-sharing result in the first-order case. This
study decisively confutes such an expectation.

The main result about relevance to be established in this study was first
presented in Chapter 9 of Tennant [1992], but in a sub-optimal way. The
proof furnished there, though its conclusion is indeed true, left too much to
the reader, and was not subtle and precise enough about various splittings
into sub-cases. It established relevance for propositional Core Logic, but
omitted consideration both of its classical extension and of its extension to
handle the first-order quantifiers. The present study fully overcomes those
earlier deficiencies. It also places the main result about relevance in Core
Logic and its classical extension within a wider context of variable-sharing
results for a variety of other relevance logics (see §6). Our proof of the
main result (for the propositional case) occupies the whole of Section 7. In
Section 8 the main result is extended to both the classical and the first-order
cases.

In automated deduction the aim is to write programs to solve deductive
problems of the form ‘Is there a proof of ϕ from ∆?’. It is very useful to
have ‘relevance filters’ to weed out as many ‘no-hopers’ as possible before
even embarking on a serious search for a proof. Tennant [1992] was a book
about automated deduction, published in an Information Technology series.
It pursued questions of relevance solely in order to formulate constraints
on efficient proof-search. As a consequence, it appears to have escaped the
attention both of proof theorists and of philosophical logicians interested in
relevance logics. The post-1992 literature on the variable-sharing properties
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of various relevance logics appears to be innocent of the very strong variable-
sharing result established in Chapter 9 of that work. Accordingly there
might be some value to be added in re-proving the result meticulously and
dispositively, in a self-contained study that stands a much better chance of
reaching the wider community of mathematical and philosophical logicians.
The main results of this paper invite other relevance logicians to investigate
the following question:

Can extant variable-sharing results (some of which are discussed
in §6) that have already been established for the various systems
of relevance logic that those logicians favor or find of interest
be strengthened beyond the variable-sharing result that is es-
tablished in §7 for the system of Core Logic (and in §8 for its
classical and first-order extension)?

Foreshadowing Corollary 1: our variable-sharing result for Classical Core
Logic holds also for the Anderson–Belnap system R of relevance logic, and
of course for any of the latter’s subsystems. This is because every sequent
provable in R is provable in C+.

We pass now to a precise characterization of Core Logic, in terms of its
primitive rules of inference.

2 Rules for Core Logic

2.1 Notational conventions

The graphic statement below of the introduction and elimination rules that
constitute (propositonal) Core Logic requires some preliminary explanation
of notational conventions.

We follow here the convention of Prawitz [1965] regarding discharge of
assumptions: parenthetically enclosed numerals are used to label both the
application of a discharge-rule, and the assumption-occurrences above it
that are discharged by that application. With discharge rules, however,
Core Logic requires attention to further features.

Boxes next to discharge strokes over ‘assumptions for discharge’ indicate
that vacuous discharge is not allowed. That is to say, there really must be
an assumption of the indicated form in the subordinate proof in question,
available to be discharged upon application of the rule. With (∧-E) we
require only that at least one of the indicated assumptions should have been
used, and be available for discharge.
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The diamond next to the discharge stroke in (→-I(b)) below indicates
that it is not required that the assumption ϕ in question should (have been
used and) be available for discharge. But if it is available, then it is dis-
charged.

2.2 Graphic rules for Core Logic

The rules for Core Logic (the relevant and constructive system) as stated
in Tennant [2012] are stated graphically below. Note that each rule is pure
in the sense that the only logical operator to occur in its statement is the
logical operator that the rule in question concerns. (This is true even of the
rules for negation, since we are treating the absurdity symbol ⊥ as a mere
punctuation marker in proofs, and not as a primitive logical constant.) The
rules for any operator are formulated with the operator in question occurring
only in dominant position, in the conclusion of the introduction rule and in
the major premise of the corresponding elimination rule.

The following features are important:

(i) all elimination rules are in parallelized form,1 and

(ii) all major premises for eliminations stand proud, with no proof-work
above them (that is to say, they occupy leaf-nodes of the proof-tree).2

By (ii), all proofs are in normal form. By (i) and (ii), natural deductions in
Core Logic are essentially isomorphic to their corresponding sequent proofs.

The sequent calculus for Core Logic consists of ‘right-introduction’ and
‘left-introduction’ rules that can straightforwardly be ‘read off’ the introduc-
tion- and elimination-rules, respectively, of the system of natural deduction
for Core Logic. Sequents are of the form ∆ : ϕ or ∆ : ⊥ , where ∆ is
a finite set of sentences (not: sequence of sentences), and ϕ is a sentence.
Because we deal with set-sequents and not sequence-sequents, there is no
need for structural rules such as permutation or contraction. For the sole
raison d’être for these rules in a Gentzenian sequent calculus is to cope with
sequences instead of sets. Most importantly of all: sequent proofs in Core
Logic are both cut-free and thinning-free. The only structural rule in the
sequent calculus for Core Logic is the rule of initial sequents, ϕ : ϕ.

Here now are the promised natural deduction rules for Core Logic, in
graphic form.

1Parallelized elimination rules are also known as generalized elimination rules. They
were introduced by Schroeder-Heister [1984].

2This requirement was introduced in Tennant [1992].
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(¬-I)

2 (i)

ϕ
...
⊥ (i)

¬ϕ

(¬-E) ¬ϕ

...
ϕ

⊥

(∧-I)

...
ϕ

...
ψ

ϕ ∧ ψ

(∧-E)

(i) 2 (i)

ϕ ,ψ︸︷︷︸
...

ϕ ∧ ψ θ
(i)

θ

(∨-I)

...
ϕ

ϕ ∨ ψ

...
ψ

ϕ ∨ ψ

(∨-E)

ϕ ∨ ψ

2 (i)

ϕ
...
θ

2 (i)

ψ
...
θ

(i)

θ

ϕ ∨ ψ

2 (i)

ϕ
...
⊥

2 (i)

ψ
...
θ

(i)

θ

ϕ ∨ ψ

2 (i)

ϕ
...
θ

2 (i)

ψ
...
⊥

(i)

θ
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(→-I(a))

2 (i)

ϕ
...
⊥ (i)

ϕ→ψ

(→-I(b))

3 (i)

ϕ
...
ψ

(i)

ϕ→ψ

(→-E)

ϕ→ψ

...
ϕ

2 (i)

ψ
...
θ

(i)

θ

Definition 1. The system C of (propositional) Core Logic is given by the
foregoing introduction and elimination rules, serving in the obvious way as
inductive clauses in the inductive definition of the notion ‘Π is a proof in C
of conclusion ϕ from the set ∆ of undischarged assumptions’—abbreviated
as PC(Π, ϕ,∆). The basis clause is PC(ϕ,ϕ, {ϕ}).

All the foregoing rules for Core Logic are either primitive or derivable in
Intuitionistic Logic. So Core Logic is clearly included in Intuitionistic Logic.
(We refrain from saying that Core Logic is a subsystem of Intuitionistic
Logic, because Core Logic does not have exactly the same closure properties
as Intuitionistic Logic. Intuitionistic Logic is closed under unrestricted Cut,
while Core Logic is not. Both A : A ∨B and ¬A,A ∨B : B are provable in
Core Logic; while ¬A,A : B is not.)

Consider now the two rules

Classical Reductio ad Absurdum:

2 (i)

¬ϕ
...
⊥ (i)

ϕ

Classical Dilemma:
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Dilϕψψ

2 (i)

ϕ
...
ψ

2 (i)

¬ϕ
...
ψ

(i)

ψ
Dilϕψ⊥

2 (i)

ϕ
...
ψ

2 (i)

¬ϕ
...
⊥

(i)

ψ

, where ψ is not ⊥

Definition 2. The system C+ of (propositional) Classical Core Logic is
obtained from Core Logic C by adding either the rule of Classical Reductio
ad Absurdum or the rule of Classical Dilemma.

See Tennant [2014b] for further details.

3 Examples of proofs in Core Logic

In §3.1 and §3.2 we provide some examples of proofs in the system of Core
Logic, to help fix ideas.

3.1 Core proofs of some sequents not in the Anderson–Belnap
system R or in system M of minimal logic

In Core Logic, the falsity of the antecedent of a conditional guarantees the
latter’s truth:

¬A
(1)

A
(1)

⊥ (1)

A→ B

This proofs uses at its final step (→-I(a)), the special half of the Core rule of
→-Introduction that allows one to infer the conditional when its antecedent
has really been used, and refuted.

Disjunctive Syllogism is proved in Core Logic as follows:

A ∨B
¬A

(1)

A

⊥
(1)

B
(1)

B

Note the crucial application of the liberalized rule of ∨-Elimination. It allows
one, upon reducing one of the case-assumptions (here, A) to absurdity, to
infer, as the main conclusion, the subordinate conclusion that has been
deduced from the other case-assumption (here, B). In this application the
second case-proof is degenerate: it is the one-line proof of B from B.
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3.2 Core proofs for the axioms of R

Now we provide proofs of the axioms stated in a standard Hilbert-style ax-
iomatization of the Anderson–Belnap system R. (See, for example, Mares
[2012b].) All the following proofs are of course proofs of theorems: their con-
clusions depend on the empty set of assumptions. Unlike Mares, we treat
the disjunction sign ∨ as a primitive connective. We also replace his one
biconditional axiom with the two separate conditionals in each direction.
We first present trivial proofs of the five simplest R-axioms, and then move
on to slightly more complex ones.

(1)

A (1)

A→ A

(1)

A ∧B
(2)

A
(2)

A (1)

(A ∧B)→ A

(1)

A ∧B
(2)

B
(2)

B (1)

(A ∧B)→ B

(1)

A
A ∨B (1)

A→ (A ∨B)

(1)

B
A ∨B (1)

B → (A ∨B)

(1)

A→ B
(3)

A

(2)

B → C
(4)

B
(5)

C
(5)

C
(4)

C (3)

A→ C (2)

(B → C)→ (A→ C)
(1)

(A→ B)→ ((B → C)→ (A→ C))

(2)

A→ B
(1)

A
(3)

B
(3)

B (2)

(A→ B)→ B
(1)

A→ ((A→ B)→ B)
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(1)

A→ (A→ B)
(2)

A

(3)

A→ B
(2)

A
(4)

B
(4)

B
(3)

B (2)

A→ B (1)

(A→ (A→ B))→ (A→ B)

(1)

(A→ B) ∧ (A→ C)

(3)

A→ B
(2)

A
(4)

B
(4)

B

(3)

A→ C
(2)

A
(5)

C
(5)

C

B ∧ C
(3)

B ∧ C (2)

A→ (B ∧ C)
(1)

((A→ B) ∧ (A→ C))→ (A→ (B ∧ C))

(1)

(A ∨B)→ C

(2)

A
A ∨B

(1)

C
(4)

C (2)

A→ C

(1)

(A ∨B)→ C

(3)

B
A ∨B

(5)

C
(5)

C (3)

B → C

(A→ C) ∧ (B → C)
(1)

((A ∨B)→ C)→ ((A→ C) ∧ (B → C))

(1)

(A→ C) ∧ (B → C)

(2)

A ∨B

(3)

A→ C
(4)

A
(5)

C
(5)

C

(3)

B → C
(4)

B
(6)

C
(6)

C
(4)

C
(3)

C (2)

(A ∨B)→ C
(1)

((A→ C) ∧ (B → C))→ ((A ∨B)→ C)
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(1)

A ∧ (B ∨ C)

(2)

B ∨ C

(2)

A
(3)

B

A ∧B
(A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C)

(2)

A
(3)

C

A ∧ C
(A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C)

(3)

(A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C)
(2)

(A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C)
(1)

(A ∧ (B ∨ C))→ ((A ∧B) ∨ (A ∧ C))

(1)

A→ ¬B
(3)

A

(4)

¬B
(2)

B

⊥
(4)

⊥ (3)

¬A (2)

B → ¬A (1)

(A→ ¬B)→ (B → ¬A)

All the R-axioms just proved are Core, hence Intuitionistic, theorems.
As it happens, they are also theorems of Minimal Logic. For we proved each
R-axiom without availing ourselves of those parts of ¬-Introduction and/or
∨-Elimination that are available in Core Logic but not in Minimal Logic.

The one remaining R-axiom on the standard list is the strictly classical
¬¬A→ A, whose proof is as follows in the classical extension of Core Logic
by the rule of Classical Reductio:

(1)

¬¬A
(2)

¬A
⊥ (2)

A (1)

¬¬A→ A

3.3 The relationship of Core Logic to other main systems

The Hilbert-style proof-system for the Anderson–Belnap relevance logic R
employs just two rules, Adjunction and Modus Ponens:
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From A, B infer A ∧B;
From A, A→ B, infer B.

Adjunction is immediate for both Core Logic and Minimal Logic by ∧-
Introduction; Modus Ponens by→-Elimination. Thus by the Main Result of
Tennant [2014b], every proof in the Hilbert-style system for R of a conclusion
ϕ from premises ∆ can be matched by a proof in the system C+ of Classical
Core logic. It is also immediate that every such proof not using the sole
strictly classical axiom ¬¬A→ A can be matched by a proof in the system
M of Minimal Logic. So we have the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. R is included in C+.

Lemma 2. I∩R is a subsystem of M.

Corollary 1. Any variable-sharing result proved for Classical Core Logic
C+ is true of the Anderson–Belnap system R.

Proof. Immediate by Lemma 1.

It will now not surprise the reader to learn that the various main logical
system-containments are as follows:3

C : Classical (Frege, Russell)

I : Intuitionistic (Brouwer, Heyting)

M : Minimal (Johansson)

R : Relevant (Anderson–Belnap)

C : Core

C+ : Classical Core

(I∩R) ⊆ M ⊆ I ⊆ C

(I∩R) ⊆ C ⊆ I ⊆ C

R ⊆ C+ ⊆ C

C

I

¬¬A : A

A,¬A : B

M

A,¬A : ¬B

¬A :A→B A∨B,¬A :B

R

CC+

That (I∩R) ⊆ M for sequents ∆ : ϕ in general, and not just for theorems,
i.e. sequents of the form ∅ : ϕ, is a generalization of the result for theorems
in Došen [1981].

3This diagram resolves an under-specificity in a similar diagram in Tennant [2014a],
at p. 326, which left open whether (and therefore did not indicate that) M includes the
common part of R and I.
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4 Definitions of concepts, and easy results

This section characterizes various syntactic properties and relations that will
be used in order to formulate precisely the variable-sharing property enjoyed
by Core Logic (in the propositional case, where the ‘variables’ in question
are the atomic sentences of the language). In Section 8 we shall extend the
treatment to first-order logic, with the quantifiers ∀ and ∃. In the first-order
case it is no longer appropriate to speak of ‘variable’ sharing, especially since
there is the risk of confusion with the individual variables that can enjoy both
free and bound occurrences within first-order formulae. Rather, we shall
speak in the first-order case of predicate-sharing, since all atomic formulae
of a first-order language are formed from primitive predicates. But that is
yet to come; for the time being we revert to the propositional case, and the
usual terminology of (propositional) variable-sharing. The full language,
then, in the propositional case, is based on a countable set of atoms A,
B, C, . . . , and the sentences that can be built up from them in the usual
way by means of the connectives ¬, ∧, ∨ and →. These must all be taken
as primitive, of course, since Core Logic is contained within Intuitionistic
Logic, and in the latter system none of these connectives can be defined in
terms of the others.

The reader should be advised that all Remarks below are entered only
in order to clarify the concepts being defined. Only Observation 3 and
Lemmas 4–8 will be appealed to subsequently in our proof of Theorem 14.

Our primitive connectives are ¬, ∧, ∨ and →.

Definition 3. An atom is a propositional variable.

Remark 1. ⊥ is not an atom. ⊥ never occurs as a subformula; it is merely
a punctuation device in proofs, used in order to register absurdity.

If ∆ is a finite set {ψ1, . . . , ψn} of sentences, we can suppress the set-
parentheses and write ψ1, . . . , ψn. We shall also write ∆, ϕ for ∆∪{ϕ}.

4.1 On positive and negative occurrences of subsentences

We are about to define the notion of a positive (resp., negative) occurrence
of a subsentence within a sentence. This is a very useful notion, exploited,
for example, in Lyndon’s strenthening of Craig’s Interpolation Theorem (see
Craig [1957] and Lyndon [1959]). For the reader unfamiliar with signed oc-
currences of subsentences, a good motivation for the signing is provided by
a discipline that emerged only later, in the 1960s—automated deduction.
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Keeping track of positive and negative occurrences of subsentences within
premises and conclusion of a deductive problem helps to determine which
rules to try to apply in a search for a proof. To take a simple example: if
one is searching for a proof of P → Q, by →-Introduction (so-called Condi-
tional Proof), from premises ∆, then one will set oneself the subproblem of
finding a proof of the consequent Q of the conditional from its antecedent
P (along with ∆). Because sought conclusions are taken as ‘positive’, and
the assumptions or premises that one is using are taken as ‘negative’, this
means that the consequent Q is a positive subsentence-occurrence within
P → Q, while its antecedent P is a negative one. (Indeed, the terminol-
ogy of ‘consequent-part’ and ‘antecedent-part’ is sometimes adopted instead
of the talk of positive and negative subsentence-occurrences, respectively.)
The considerations just entered iterate. In the sentence (R → S) → Q,
considered as a conclusion to be deduced, the subsentence R enjoys a pos-
itive occurrence: for, in order for R to be used along with the assumption
(R→ S) for Conditional Proof, R will have to be deduced as the conclusion
of an appropriate subproof.

Definition 4. We use the expression χ �+ θ to mean that the subsentence
occurrence χ is a positive one within the sentence θ. Likewise, χ ≺− θ means
that the subsentence occurrence χ is a negative one within the sentence θ.
The co-inductive definition of these relations is as follows.

1. Every sentence is a positive subsentence-occurrence in itself.
ϕ �+ ϕ

2. All positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in ϕ are negative
[resp., positive] subsentence-occurrences in ¬ϕ.
χ �+ ϕ ⇒ χ ≺− ¬ϕ
χ ≺− ϕ ⇒ χ �+ ¬ϕ

3. All positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in ϕ and ψ are
positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in (ϕ ∧ ψ).
χ �+ ϕ ⇒ χ �+ (ϕ ∧ ψ) χ ≺− ϕ ⇒ χ ≺− (ϕ ∧ ψ)
χ �+ ψ ⇒ χ �+ (ϕ ∧ ψ) χ ≺− ψ ⇒ χ ≺− (ϕ ∧ ψ)

4. All positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in ϕ and ψ are
positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in (ϕ ∨ ψ).
χ �+ ϕ ⇒ χ �+ (ϕ ∨ ψ) χ ≺− ϕ ⇒ χ ≺− (ϕ ∨ ψ)
χ �+ ψ ⇒ χ �+ (ϕ ∨ ψ) χ ≺− ψ ⇒ χ ≺− (ϕ ∨ ψ)

5. All positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in ψ are positive
[resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in (ϕ→ ψ).
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χ �+ ψ ⇒ χ �+ (ϕ→ ψ)
χ ≺− ψ ⇒ χ ≺− (ϕ→ ψ)

6. All positive [resp., negative] subsentence-occurrences in ϕ are negative
[resp., positive] subsentence-occurrences in (ϕ→ ψ).
χ �+ ϕ ⇒ χ ≺− (ϕ→ ψ)
χ ≺− ϕ ⇒ χ �+ (ϕ→ ψ)

7. If χ �+ θ then this can be shown by clauses (1)-(6).

8. If χ ≺− θ then this can be shown by clauses (1)-(6).

When displaying a formula, we shall use the overhead annotation + for pos-
itive atom-occurrences within it, and − for negative ones.

Examples (with overhead parity-labeling):

(
+
D→

−
A)→

+
B (

−
A∨ ¬¬

−
C)→¬

−
B ¬((

+
B ∧

+
D)→

−
A)

4.2 Further syntactic properties and relations defined in terms
of signed occurrences

Definition 5. ϕ≈
A
ψ ≡df the atom A has occurrences of the same parity

in ϕ and in ψ; that is, either (A �+ ϕ and A �+ ψ) or (A ≺− ϕ and
A ≺− ψ).

Definition 6. ϕ ≈ ψ ≡df for some atom A we have ϕ≈
A
ψ.

Examples (with overhead parity-labeling for sufficient witnessing):

A→
+
C ≈

+
C ∨ ¬A ; ¬(B→

−
A) ≈ ¬((B ∧D)→

−
A) ;

−
A→C ≈ C ∨ ¬

−
A

Definition 7. ϕ ≈ ∆ ≡df for some ψ in ∆, we have ϕ ≈ ψ; that is, some
atom has the same parity (positive or negative, at some occurrence) in ϕ
as it has at some occurrence in some member of ∆.

Examples:

¬
−
A ≈ {(

−
A∨C)→B, A ∨D} ; ¬(

+
B→C) ≈ {¬((

+
B ∧D)→A), ¬¬C}
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Remark 2. For atoms A, we have A �+ ϕ if and only if A ≈ ϕ.

Definition 8. ϕ./
A
ψ ≡df the atom A has occurrences of opposite parities

in ϕ and in ψ; that is, either (A �+ ϕ and A ≺− ψ) or (A ≺− ϕ and
A �+ ψ).

Definition 9. ϕ ./ ψ ≡df for some atom A we have ϕ./
A
ψ.

Examples (with overhead parity labeling for sufficient witnessing):

¬
−
A ./

+
A ∧C ¬

−
A ./ ¬(

+
A ∧B)→ C A→

+
B ./

−
B→C

Definition 10. ±ϕ ≡df ϕ ./ ϕ.

Examples (with overhead parity labeling for sufficient witnessing):

±(
−
A→

+
A) ±¬(

+
A→

−
A) ±((A→

+
B) ∧ (

−
B→C))

Remark 3. For atoms A, we have A ≺− ϕ if and only if A ./ ϕ.

Definition 11. A sequence ϕ1, . . . , ϕn (n > 1) of pairwise distinct sentences
is a ./-path connecting ϕ1 to ϕn in ∆ ≡df for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ϕi is in ∆, and
for 1 ≤ i < n, ϕi ./ ϕi+1.

Example:
+
A,

−
A→

+
B,

−
B→

+
C,

−
C→

+
D,

−
D→ E is a ./-path connecting A to

D → E in any set containing all these sentences. For we have

A ./
A

(A→ B) ./
B

(B → C) ./
C

(C → D) ./
D

(D → E).

Definition 12. ϕ and ψ are ./-connected in ∆ (in symbols: ϕ ./ψ) ≡df

if ϕ 6= ψ, then there is a ./-path connecting ϕ to ψ in ∆.

Remark 4. It is an immediate consequence of Definition 12 that if ϕ ./ ψ
(in any set of sentences), then ϕ ./ψ.

Remark 5. It is an immediate consequence of Definition 12 that ϕ ./ϕ (in
any set of sentences containing ϕ), even if it is not the case that ±ϕ.

Definition 13. A set ∆ of formulae is ./-connected ≡df for all ϕ, ψ in ∆,
if ϕ 6= ψ, then ϕ ./ψ.
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Remark 6. It is an immediate consequence of Definition 13 that the single-
ton {ϕ} of any sentence ϕ is ./-connected even if it is not the case that ±ϕ.

Definition 14. A ./-component of ∆ is a non-empty, inclusion-maximal
./-connected subset of ∆ (where the ./-connections are established via mem-
bers of ∆).

Remark 7. If ϕ is in ∆ but it is not the case that ϕ ./ ψ for any other
member ψ of ∆, then {ϕ} is a ./-component of ∆, even if it is not the case
that ±ϕ.

Observation 1. Any two ./-components of ∆ are disjoint.

Observation 2. Every sentence in ∆ is in exactly one ./-component of ∆.

Lemma 3. The ./-components of ∆ are uniquely determined, and they par-
tition ∆.

Proof. Immediate from Remark 7 and Observations 1 and 2.

Example of a set partitioned into its ./-components (of which there are
three, separated by solidi):

(
+
A ∧H) ./ (

−
A→

+
B) ./ (

−
B→ E) |

+
C ./ (

−
C→

+
D) ./ ¬

−
D | F ∧G

Note that it is not in general the case that each non-singleton component
consists of but a single, linear, ./-path. The last example, if altered so that
the occurrence of H is replaced by ¬E (say), becomes

(
+
A ∧¬

−
E) ./ (

−
A→

+
B) ./ (

−
B→

+
E) |

+
C ./ (

−
C→

+
D) ./ ¬

−
D | F ∧G

./

in which the first component consists of a ./-path forming a triangular loop.
Another structural possibility for a component is that it be ‘spoked’ from a
‘hub’, as with

A

./

A→ B

A→ C A→ D
�
��./ ./

@
@@
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The ./-connectedness of components allows for a great variety of ‘./-
structuration’ of components. It is essentially the same variety of compo-
nents that one encounters in finite non-directed graphs. Treat the sentences
in ∆ as nodes, and let ‘ϕ ./ ψ’ mean that there is an (undirected) edge in the
graph joining the two (distinct) nodes ϕ and ψ. Any component with n nodes
must have at least (n − 1) ./-edges (in order to ensure ./-connectedness),
and at most n(n− 1) of them (since edges join only distinct nodes). Those
are the only constraints on the ./-structuration of a component, over and
above its ./-connectedness.4

Definition 15. Suppose Ω is a ./-connected subset of ∆. Then we denote
by [Ω]./∆ the ./-component of ∆ that includes Ω. If Ω is a singleton {ϕ}, then
we also write [ϕ]./∆.

4.3 Structural results about properties and relations defined
in terms of signed occurrences

Lemma 4. Suppose Φ is a ./-component of (Γ∪Ξ). Then either Φ includes
a ./-component of Γ or Φ includes a ./-component of Ξ.

Proof. Φ ⊆ (Γ ∪ Ξ). Hence at least one of the following cases is satisfied:

(i) Φ ⊆ Γ.

(ii) Φ ⊆ Ξ.

(iii) Φ contains a member, say γ, of Γ, and Φ contains a member, say χ,
of Ξ.

In case (i), Φ is, hence includes, a ./-component of Γ. In case (ii), Φ is,
hence includes, a ./-component of Ξ. In case (iii), Φ includes both the
./-component [γ]./Γ of Γ and the ./-component [χ]./Ξ of Ξ.

Clearly we have established our sought conclusion: either Φ includes a
./-component of Γ or Φ includes a ./-component of Ξ.

Definition 16. ϕ J ∆ ≡df for every ./-component Γ of ∆, ϕ ≈ Γ.

It is worth remarking here that Definition 16 does not by itself provide
our sought explication of relevance among premises ∆ and conclusion ϕ of a
good argument. Our explication of that target notion of relevance is given
below by Definition 18, which draws on the definiendum J of Definition 16
in but one of its three case-clauses.

4We ignore here the further possibility that for any node ϕ, we might have ϕ ./ ϕ.
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Remark 8. We cannot have ⊥ J ∆, since ⊥ is not a sentence.

Observation 3. ϕ J {ϕ}.

Definition 17. Suppose ∆ 6= ∅. Then

\∆ ≡df

{
if ∆ is a singleton {δ}, then ± δ;
otherwise, ∆ is ./-connected

Lemma 5. Suppose that both ϕ1 and ϕ2 occur positively in ϕ; and that none
of these three sentences is in ∆1 or in ∆2. Suppose further that \(∆1, ϕ1)
and \(∆2, ϕ2). Then \(∆1,∆2, ϕ).

Proof. Clearly (∆1,∆2, ϕ) 6= ∅. We need to show that

(i) if (∆1,∆2, ϕ) is a singleton {δ}, then ± δ;
(ii) if (∆1,∆2, ϕ) is not a singleton, then (∆1,∆2, ϕ) is ./-connected.

Ad (i). Suppose (∆1,∆2, ϕ) is a singleton. Then the singleton in question
is {ϕ}; and ∆1 = ∆2 = ∅. Since \(∆1, ϕ1), it follows that ±ϕ1. Hence ±ϕ.

Ad (ii). Suppose (∆1,∆2, ϕ) is not a singleton. Suppose further that ∆1 6= ∅
and ∆2 6= ∅. In order to show that any two distinct members of (∆1,∆2, ϕ)
are ./-connected, it suffices to show, for any member χi of ∆i (i = 1, 2),
that χi ./ϕ. This is done as follows.

We are supposing (for i = 1, 2) that ϕi is not in ∆i; and \(∆i, ϕi). So,
since ∆i 6= ∅, we have ∆i, ϕi is ./-connected. Hence χi ./ϕi. But ϕi occurs
positively in ϕ. So χi ./ϕ.

If either ∆1 or ∆2 is empty, the other is not, and the foregoing argument
works just as well.

Lemma 6. Suppose ϕ J ∆ and ϕ occurs negatively in θ. Then ∆, θ is
./-connected.

Proof. Let ∆′ be any ./-component of ∆. Since ϕ J ∆, we have ϕ ≈ χ
for some sentence χ, say, in ∆′. Since ϕ occurs negatively in θ, it follows
that θ ./ χ. Since ∆′ is ./-connected, it follows that θ is connected to every
sentence in ∆′ by a ./-path. Hence any two sentences in ∆ are connected
by a ./-path containing θ. It follows that ∆, θ is ./-connected.

Lemma 7. Suppose ∆ 6= ∅; ψ is not in ∆; \(∆, ψ); and ψ occurs
negatively in ϕ. Then ϕ J ∆.
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Proof. From our first two suppositions it follows that (∆, ψ) has at least two
members. Hence, given the third supposition, (∆, ψ) is ./-connected. So ∆
too is ./-connected. This means that ∆ is the only ./-component of ∆. So in
order to establish that ϕ J ∆ we need only examine the sole ./-component
of ∆, namely ∆.

To this end, let χ be an arbitrary member of ∆. ψ is not in ∆; so ψ 6= χ.
So, since (∆, ψ) is ./-connected, we have ψ ./χ. We now have to consider
the following two cases, exactly one of which holds:
(i) χ is the sole member of ∆;
(ii) there is a member of ∆ other than χ.
In case (i), since ψ ./χ—in (∆, ψ), i.e. in ({χ}, ψ)—it follows that ψ ./ χ.
But ψ occurs negatively in ϕ. So we have ϕ ≈ χ. Recall χ is in ∆. Hence
ϕ ≈ ∆, as required.
In case (ii), ψ ./χ holds in virtue of a ./-path connecting ψ to χ in (∆, ψ).
We complete the reasoning in case (ii) as follows.

Suppose, on the one hand, that ψ and χ are immediate neighbors
on such a path. Then once again we have ψ ./ χ, and we will be
done, in virtue of the reasoning given in case (i).

Suppose, on the other hand, that ψ and χ are not immediate
neighbors on any ./-path connecting ψ to χ in (∆, ψ). Still,
some such ./-path contains a member σ of ∆ such that ψ ./ σ.
For this sentence σ, since ψ occurs negatively in ϕ, we have
ϕ ≈ σ. Hence once again we have ϕ ≈ ∆, as required.

In both case (i) and case (ii) we have reached the conclusion that ϕ ≈ ∆.
So ϕ ≈ ∆. Recall that ∆ is the only ./-component of ∆. So ϕ J ∆.

Lemma 8. Suppose ∆ 6= ∅; ψ is not in ∆; θ J (∆, ψ); ψ occurs negatively
in ϕ; and θ occurs positively in ϕ. Then ϕ J ∆.

Proof. Let ∆′ be an arbitrary ./-component of ∆.
We shall show that ϕ ≈ ∆′. This requires finding some sentence σ in ∆′

such that ϕ ≈ σ.
Consider [∆′]./∆,ψ, the ./-component of (∆, ψ) that includes ∆′.

Since θ J (∆, ψ), we have θ ≈ [∆′]./∆,ψ; that is, for some χ in [∆′]./∆,ψ, we
have θ ≈ χ; whence, since θ occurs positively in ϕ, we have also ϕ ≈ χ.
Now, if χ is in ∆′, we take χ for σ, and we are done. It remains to consider
the case where χ is not in ∆′. Bear in mind that χ is in [∆′]./∆,ψ. So χ ./ψ.

There are two sub-cases to consider, which are exhaustive:
(i) ψ ./ χ;
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(ii) for some ρ in [∆′]./∆,ψ, we have ψ ./ ρ and ρ ./χ.
In sub-case (i), since ψ occurs negatively in ϕ, we have ϕ ≈ χ. We can take
χ for σ and be done.
In sub-case (ii), we have ϕ ≈ ρ. We can take ρ for σ and be done.

4.4 The explication of relevance of premises to conclusion of
a relevantly valid sequent

Definition 18. We shall say that a set ∆ of premises is relevantly connected
both within itself and to a conclusion ϕ (in symbols: R(∆, ϕ)) just in case
exactly one of the following three conditions is satisfied:

1. ∆ is non-empty, ϕ is ⊥, and \∆.

2. ∆ is non-empty, ϕ is not ⊥, and ϕ J ∆.

3. ∆ is empty, ϕ is not ⊥, and ±ϕ.

A helpful graphic representation is the following:

�
�
�
�
�
�
�@

@
@
@
@
@
@

R(∆, ϕ) ϕ = ⊥ ϕ 6=⊥

∆ = ∅

∆ 6=∅ \∆

Case (1) Case (2)

Case (3)

±ϕ

ϕ J ∆

The case that is crossed out would correspond to the derivability of the
‘totally empty’ sequent ∅ : ∅ (also representable as ∅ : ⊥)—which is of course
impossible, by inspection of the rules of Core Logic. It would be similarly
impossible in any proof system aspiring to capture only valid arguments.
That crossing-out will always be there, regardless of what deductive system
one is considering.
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We are therefore left with only the remaining three cases to consider as
genuine possibilities for any sequent ∆ : ϕ that has a Core proof. These
three cases partition the space of syntactic possibilities for ∆ : ϕ.

Cases (1) and (3) cover the two logical extremes.
Theorem 14 (see §7) tells us that in Case (1), ∆ itself is the only ./-

component of ∆. Moreover, if ∆ is a singleton {δ}, then ±δ, i.e. δ contains
some atom both positively and negatively.

Theorem 14 tells us that in Case (3) we have ±ϕ, i.e. ϕ will contain
some atom both positively and negatively.

Case (2) covers the ‘middle range’, so to speak, and it is in this case that
Theorem 14 reveals the most interesting structure involving both ∆ and ϕ.
We know by Lemma 3 quite generally that any set ∆ of sentences admits
of a unique partition into its ./-components ∆1, . . . ,∆n (n ≥ 1). But when
there is a core proof of ϕ from ∆, each ./-component ∆i bears a special
relation to ϕ, to wit: some atom occurs with the same parity in ϕ as it does
in some member of ∆i.

It is this partitioning of the set ∆ of premises, in Case (2), that makes
our ‘variable-sharing property’ R(∆, ϕ) so much more exigent than any of
the extant variable-sharing properties that have been formulated within the
Anderson–Belnap tradition. We shall pass, in §6, to an examination of
the latter, in order to provide a motivating and contrastive context for our
own variable-sharing result, Theorem 14, which will be established in the
necessarily thorough detail in §7.

The three ‘live’ cases in the diagram above are worth spelling out in
greater logical detail, unpacking the compiled concepts ±, \ and J. Their
general descriptions are as follows, each illustrated with a suggestive dia-
gram and with instructive examples.

Case 1: ∆ 6= ∅; ϕ = ⊥
If ∆ is a singleton {δ}, then some atom occurring in δ has both a positive
and a negative occurrence therein. If ∆ has more than one member, then
any two of them are connected by a ./-path, i.e. a sequence of members
of ∆ in which, for any two immediate neighbors, there is some atom that
has a positive occurrence in one of them and a negative occurrence in the
other.

A suggestive diagram for Case 1.

In the following diagram, the rectangle represents the set ∆ of premises,
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which in turn are represented by the dots in the rectangle. ./-connections
are represented by the lines annotated with ‘./’. The proof from the premises
is represented by the triangle below, with its conclusion (in this case, ⊥) at
its bottom vertex. Note that ∆ is ./–connected; hence is its own sole ./–
component.

∆ (single ./-component)

•

•

• • •

⊥

./ ./ ./�

�
./

•

�

�
./

•

HH
HHH

HH

��
���

��

Examples of Case 1.

Singleton examples are
+
A ∧¬

−
A : ⊥ ; ¬(

+
A→
−
A) : ⊥

Non-singleton examples are ¬
−
A ,

+
A : ⊥ ;

+
A ∧

+
B,
−
A→C,

−
B→¬C : ⊥

Case 2: ∆ 6= ∅; ϕ 6= ⊥
For the unique partition ∆1| . . . |∆n of ∆ into its ./-components:
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n there is some member θ of ∆i such that θ ≈ ϕ, i.e. there is
some atom A and such that A has an occurrence in θ of the same parity as
one of its occurrences in ϕ.

A suggestive diagram for Case 2.

In Case 2 the proof from the premises ends with conclusion ϕ ( 6= ⊥),
shown at the bottom vertex. The partition of the premise-set into its ./–
components is indicated by vertical lines within the rectangle. Note that
every ./–component contains at least one premise bearing the ≈-relation to
the conclusion ϕ.
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∆ (here with three ./-components)

•

•
•
•

•

ϕ

./

./

�

�
./

��

�
�

./

• •

HHH
HHH

H

��
����

�

≈ �
�
�

≈

�
�

@
@
@

≈

@
@

Examples of Case 2.
With just one component in the partition of premises:

A,A→B : B ¬A,A ∨B : B A ∨ C,A→B,C→D : B ∨D

With two components in the partition of premises:

A,A→B | C,C→D : B ∧D

Case 3: ∆ = ∅; ϕ 6= ⊥
Some atom occurring in ϕ has both a positive and a negative occurrence
therein.

A suggestive diagram for Case 3.

In Case 3 the proof from the premises ends with conclusion ϕ (6= ⊥), shown
at the bottom vertex. The premise-set is empty. (All assumptions have been
discharged.) So ϕ is a logical theorem.

∅

ϕ (. . .
+

A . . .
−
A . . .)

A
A
A
A
AA

�
�
�
�
��

Examples of Case 3: : A→A ; : ¬(A ∧ ¬A) ; : (¬A ∧ ¬B)→¬(A ∨B)
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5 Reasons why R(∆, ϕ) is a good explication of
relevance

We cannot require that all atoms that occur in the premises occur in the
conclusion (with or without any parity conditions). An immediate coun-
terexample to this overly strong requirement is A→ B,B → C : A→ C.

We cannot require either that all atoms in the conclusion occur in (some)
premise (again, with or without any parity conditions). For this would rule
out A : A ∨B.

Nor can we require that the premises, if there are more than one, share
an atom (not even merely: pairwise). For this would rule out A,B : A ∧B.

5.1 Would-be strengthenings of R(∆, ϕ) to which there are
counterexamples

One might still wonder, however, whether there are any other logical strength-
enings of our defined relevance condition R(∆, ϕ) that might prove to be
satisfied by the premise-sets ∆ and conclusions ϕ of proofs in any logical
system S deserving the title of a ‘relevance logic’. Any such logical strength-
enings would have to be effected on one or more of the three cases identified
above. For we know that, given any S-proof of ϕ from ∆, Cases (1), (2)
and (3) are mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive. They partition the
logical space of possibilities for ∆ and ϕ.

Case 1: ∆ 6= ∅; ϕ = ⊥
Consider the would-be strengthening

If ∆ is a singleton {δ}, then every atom occurring in δ has both
a positive and a negative occurrence therein.

This succumbs to the counterexample of the intuitively relevantly valid se-
quent

(A ∧ ¬A) ∧B : ⊥

in which the atom B enjoys only one occurrence.
Now consider the would-be strengthening

If ∆ has more than one member, then for all distinct δ1, δ2 in
∆ we have δ1 ./ δ2, i.e. there is some atom that has a positive
occurrence in one of them and a negative occurrence in the other.
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This succumbs to
A,A→ C,B,B → ¬C : ⊥

by taking A for δ1 and taking B for δ2.

Case 2: ∆ 6= ∅; ϕ 6= ⊥

Recall that R(∆, ϕ) provides that in this case

for the unique partition ∆1| . . . |∆n of ∆ into its ./-components:
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n there is some member θ of ∆i and there is some
atom A such that A has an occurrence in θ of the same parity
as one of its occurrences in ϕ.

The logical form of this provision, which one might seek to strengthen some-
how, is

∀i[1 ≤ i ≤ n] ∃θ ∈ ∆i ∃A θ≈
A
ϕ

The only possible ways of strengthening this claim would be (i) to uniformize—
that is, to change the quantifier-block ∀i∃θ to ∃θ∀i—or (ii) to strengthen
one of the existentials to a universal.

The quantifier switch in suggestion (i) is impossible, because components
are pairwise disjoint, whence θ belongs to a unique component.

As for suggestion (ii), strengthening ∃θ to ∀θ has already been ruled out
by the counterexample A,A→ B : B. One might then consider strengthen-
ing ∃A—either to (a) ‘∀A occurring in θ’ or to (b) ‘∀A occurring in ϕ’.

The proposed strenthening by (a) would yield

∀i[1 ≤ i ≤ n] ∃θ ∈ ∆i ∀A occurring in θ we have θ≈
A
ϕ

A counterexample to this proposed strengthening is A ∧ B : A. The only
candidate for θ is A∧B, whose atom B does not occur at all in the conclusion,
let alone positively.

The proposed strengthening by (b) would yield

∀i[1 ≤ i ≤ n] ∃θ ∈ ∆i ∀A occurring in ϕ we have θ≈
A
ϕ
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A counterexample to this proposed strengthening is A : A∨B. For the atom
B in the conclusion does not occur in any premise (let alone positively).

Case 3: ∆ = ∅; ϕ 6= ⊥

Recall that R(∆, ϕ) provides that in this case

some atom occurring in ϕ has both a positive and a negative
occurrence therein.

The only conceivable strenthening of this would be

every atom occurring in ϕ has both a positive and a negative
occurrence therein.

But this falls to the counterexample ∅ : (A→ A) ∨B, in which the atom B
enjoys only one occurrence.

We conclude, then, that the relevance condition R(∆, ϕ) for provable
sequents ∆ : ϕ cannot readily be improved upon. It would appear to be a
‘Goldilocks’ condition—not too weak, and not too strong; indeed, just right.

6 Earlier variable-sharing principles concerning the
relevance logics in the tradition of Anderson and
Belnap

Relevance logicians have offered the variable-sharing principle as a formal
explication of the idea that proofs in a relevance logic should reveal some sort
of meaning connection between premise(s) and conclusion. The variable-
sharing principle is a syntactic, or formal, explication of this requirement.
It is also standardly acknowledged that it expresses a necessary, but not
necessarily sufficient, condition for proofs to be regarded as establishing
‘genuinely relevant’ results. Perhaps a large part of the reason behind this
reluctance on the part of relevance logicians to claim sufficiency is that
almost all of them reject Disjunctive Syllogism:

A ∨B,¬A : B,
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which manifestly displays variable sharing. Indeed, we even have

R({A ∨B,¬A}, B).

To see this, note first that the set of premises is non-empty, and that B is
not ⊥. So, if the relation R holds in this instance, it will be an example of
Case (2) in the diagram above. Note next that the set of premises forms a
single ./-component (of the ./-partition of itself), with

+
A∨B ./ ¬

−
A .

We have also that
+
B ≈ A∨

+
B ,

whence
+
B ≈ {A∨

+
B,¬A} .

Since the set of premises is the only ./-component of the ./-partition of itself,
we have

+
B J {A∨

+
B,¬A} ,

which (is what is required and) suffices for Case (2).
The following is an example of a typical statement of the variable-sharing

principle. It is taken from a recent and authoritative survey article, Mares
[2012a]:

The variable sharing principle says that no formula of the form
A→B can be proven in a relevance logic if A and B do not have
at least one propositional variable . . . in common and that no
inference can be shown valid if the premises and conclusion do
not share at least one propositional variable. [Emphasis added,
for purposes of comparison with our account—NT]

This rather weak requirement of variable sharing, involving what Robles
and Méndez [2012] explicitly call the ‘weak variable-sharing property’, is
representative of the tradition begun by Anderson and Belnap [1975].5 That
tradition has generated various versions of the variable-sharing principle
for different relevance logics of the kind they pioneered, namely systems in

5It should be pointed out that Robles and Méndez do not mean to endorse any par-
ticular form of the variable-sharing property. They are concerned rather with providing a
matricial method for verifying whether a logic has any one of a certain variety of forms of
that property.
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which the relevance is vested in the connective arrow ‘→’, rather than in
the turnstile ‘`’ of deducibility.

The weakest variable-sharing result for any system S takes the form

If A → B is a theorem of S, then some variable occurs in both
A and B.

See, for example, the Theorem stated on p. 33 of Anderson and Belnap
[1975], concerning the system E→; the claim on p. 98 concerning the system
RM0→; Theorem 7 on p. 105, concerning the systems FCI and CI; the
second Theorem stated on p. 119, concerning the system E∼→; the claim on
p. 287 whose contrapositive is of the form in question, concerning the system
Efde+; and the principle R82 on p. 417, concerning the system R. By way
of further and later example, this weak form is the form of variable-sharing
with which all the results in Avron [1986] are concerned.

What we call positive occurrences of a subsentence of ϕ Anderson and
Belnap call consequent parts of ϕ; and what we call negative occurrences of
a subsentence of ϕ Anderson and Belnap call antecedent parts of ϕ.

A slightly stronger variable-sharing result than the one just stated above,
establishing what Robles and Méndez [2012] are happy to name ‘the “strong
variable-sharing property”’ (at p. 224; my emphasis), takes the form

If A→ B is a theorem of S, then some variable occurs either as
an antecedent part of both A and B, or as a consequent part of
both A and B.

See, for example, the Theorem on p. 253 of Anderson and Belnap [1975],
concerning the system E.

These two forms of variable-sharing result concern theorems of the form
A → B in the system S in question. Ideally, they would hold also for
deducibilities A `S B.

Thus, for example, Read [1988; corrected edition 2010] states a variable-
sharing result in terms of deducibilities in the Anderson–Belnap-style rel-
evance logic called R2 (see Anderson and Belnap [1975] at pp. 343–344),
whose details need not detain us. Read’s result, in §6.3, Variable-Sharing,
has no riders about conjunction and disjunction. The system R2 contains
the constants T and F (‘big true’ and ‘big false’) and the constants t and f
(‘little true’ and ‘little false’), whose precise roles also need not detain us.
Read defines ‘a-part’ and ‘c-part’ (‘antecedent part’ and ‘consequent part’)
in the usual way, so that they respectively correspond to what we are here
calling negative and positive subsentence occurrences. Read’s Proposi-
tion 6.1 on p. 122 reads
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Suppose that when expressed in primitive terms, F does not occur
in X or A and f occurs only in the context ∼B. If X `R2 A,
then some variable occurs as an a-part of both X and A, or as a
c-part of both.

This supposedly ‘strong’ variable-sharing property, however, is much less
exigent than the property that Theorem 14 establishes for Core Logic. Our
Theorem 14 is of a stronger form than is Read’s result for R2, or indeed
any of the results that Robles and Méndez would describe as establishing
the ‘strong’ variable-sharing property. This is because (to borrow Read’s
notation) we pay attention to the partitioning of the premise-set X that is
effected by the relation of ./-connectedness; and, in respect of each compo-
nent X ′ of that partition, we establish what (in Read’s terminology) would
be expressed by writing ‘some variable occurs as an a-part of both X ′ and
A, or as a c-part of both’. Or, in our notation: A ≈ X ′.

We are not to be understood as implying that a result taking the form
of our Theorem 14 is not itself provable for the system R2 with which Read
was concerned; it is only to say that the variable-sharing result that Read
actually proved is of a weaker form than ours.6 We leave to Read and
other relevantists in the Anderson–Belnap tradition the task of determining
whether, for any of their favored systems, a variable-sharing result is to be
had enjoying a stronger form that that of our Theorem 14 (and indeed a
form too exigent for Core Logic).

The variable-sharing results discussed thus far have existential conse-
quents. They have the common form

If A→ B is a theorem of S (or: if A `S B), then some variable
occurs . . . .

But what if we suppose only that we have a theorem ϕ of S, without sup-
posing further that ϕ is of the form A → B? It turns out that we can in

6Unfortunately, at the time of writing Tennant [1992], I was not aware of Read’s
Proposition 6.1. Nor did I undertake any survey of variable-sharing results even remotely
comparable to Theorem 14. My formulation of the concepts embedded in Theorem 14
was inspired by, and in response only to, the need to find strong completeness-conserving
constraints on automated proof-search in systems of natural deduction for constructive
and relevant logics. The resulting Prolog proof-finders resolutely eschewed any resort to
matrix-based methods for knocking out invalid sequents. The self-imposed methodology
was to make do with just the syntactic structure of the available premises and the sought
conclusion that were under consideration at any stage of the proof-search. With the
benefit of hindsight, this appears to have been a fortunate circumstance, since it led to
the formulation of the subtle but strong relevance property R(∆, ϕ)—see Definition 18—
which might otherwise have eluded me.
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certain special cases obtain yet stronger-looking variable-sharing results of
the form

If ϕ is a theorem of S, then every variable in ϕ occurs at least
once as an antecedent part of ϕ, and at least once as a consequent
part of ϕ.

See, for example, the Theorem at p. 253 infra of Anderson and Belnap
[1975], concerning the system E∼→. This result has a qualified extension, by
Maksimova [1967], to the full system E:7

If ϕ is a theorem of E containing no conjunctions as antecedent
parts and no disjunctions as consequent parts, then every vari-
able in ϕ occurs at least once as an antecedent part of ϕ, and at
least once as a consequent part of ϕ.

See Anderson and Belnap [1975] at p. 254. Clearly the italicized qualifi-
cation is necessary in order to obtain a consequent beginning with ‘every
variable in ϕ’. Absent that qualification, the E-theorems (A ∧ B) → A,
(A ∧ B) → B, A → (A ∨ B) and B → (A ∨ B) put the kybosh on the
universal form of the consequent. Any relevantists concerned to take con-
junction and disjunction in their stride, and in search of suitably general
results about variable-sharing, will have to forsake all hope of improving on
the usual existential form of the consequent.

Arnon Avron [2014], at p. 28, defines a propositional logic as follows:

A (propositional) logic is a pair L = 〈L,`L〉, where L is a propo-
sitional language, and `L is a structural and non-trivial Tarskian
consequence relation for L,

where `L is assumed to be a single-conclusion consequence relation. `L’s
being ‘structural’ means that it is closed under uniform substitution; and
being ‘Tarskian’ is simply a matter of obeying the usual structural rules
of Reflexivity, Weakening and Cut. Avron then offers the following basic
relevance criterion:

7Robles and Méndez [2012] at p. 224 define what they call the ‘No loose pieces property’
as follows:

If A is provable and A contains no conjunction as [antecedent parts] and no
disjunctions as [consequent parts], [then] every variable in A occurs once as
[an antecedent part] and once as [a consequent part].

(Emphasis added. Presumably by ‘once’ they mean ‘at least once’.) So Maksimova’s result
establishes that E has the No-loose-pieces property.
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A logic L = 〈L,`L〉 satisfies the basic relevance criterion if for
every two theories T1, T2 and formula ψ, we have that T1 `L ψ
whenever T1∪T2 `L ψ and T2 has no atomic formulas in common
with T1 ∪ {ψ}.

On p. 29 Avron introduces the notion of an entailment relation |∼, which
differs from ` in the following two respects. It holds between (finite) multi-
sets of formulae and a formula; and it does not obey Weakening.8 He then
offers the following strong relevance criterion:9

If Γ2 is not empty, and Γ1,Γ2 |∼ ϕ, then Γ2 and Γ1, ϕ share some
atom. In particular: if Γ is not empty, and Γ |∼ ϕ, then Γ and ϕ
share some atom.

It is an easy corollary of our Theorem 14 that Core Logic meets Avron’s
strong relevance criterion. In his Note 6.4 on p. 46, Avron writes

. . . it might not be easy to show that a given logic which is not
a strong relevance logic in our sense satisfies what we take here
as the basic relevance criterion.

Special interest therefore attaches to the question whether Core Logic counts
as a strong relevance logic in Avron’s sense. On p. 43, Avron defines a strong
relevance logic as one that is finitary and ‘possesses a relevant implication
having an associated negation’. It would be too complicated a detour here to
unravel the remaining undefined notions. Suffice it to say: I conjecture that
the implication connective → of Core Logic is not a relevant implication in
Avron’s sense. So Core Logic is not a strong relevant logic in Avron’s sense.
Yet Core Logic meets his basic relevance criterion. I shall leave it to the
reader to judge whether it is ‘easy to show’ that this is so. That it is so is
shown in §7.

In reply to a question about relevance and variable-sharing that I posted
on the moderated list fom@cs.nyu.edu on November 21 of that year, Avron
[2013] reports the following Theorem:

If A ∧ (B → C) is a theorem of R while B → C and A share no
variable, then B → C is a theorem of R.

8Avron specifies explicitly that |∼ is closed under uniform substitution, and that for no
atom p is it the case that |∼ p. Since these two conditions are met by ` anyway, it would
appear unnecessary to stress them here.

9Meeting the strong relevance criterion is one of two individually necessary and jointly
sufficient conditions for an entailment relation to be called relevant. The other such
condition is that mutual entailment of ϕ and ψ ensures mutual entailment of any two
compounds of the form θpϕ and θpψ.
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Avron remarks:

This theorem implies the usual variable-sharing property, as well
as the following theorem: If A follows in R from the union of T
and S, and S has no variable in common with T or A, then A
follows in R from T alone (Here by “A follows in R from T”
I mean the most ordinary notion of “follows”: that there is a
finite sequence of formulas ending with A, each element of which
is either an axiom of R, or an element of T , or can be derived
from two previous elements in the sequence by either MP or
Adjunction).

It is an easy corollary of our Theorem 14 that Core Logic meets the
following strengthened form of this last result (for R) reported by Avron.
We have:

If A is deducible in Core Logic from the union of T and S, and
no member of S is ./-connected with any member of T and it is
not the case that A ≈ S, then A follows in Core Logic from T
alone.

The latter is a stronger form of variable-sharing result than Avron’s because
our italicized condition is less exigent than Avron’s condition

S has no variable in common with T or A.

Ross Brady has obtained yet another strengthened form of variable-
sharing result by attending to the ‘depth’ of an occurrence of a subsen-
tence ψ within a sentence ϕ (but, it should be noted, not saying anything
about the positive or negative character of subsentence-occurrences). Intu-
itively, this depth d(ψ,ϕ) is the number of arrows (→) one would encounter
on the branch of the composition tree for ϕ when passing from the node for
that occurrence of ψ to the root node for ϕ itself.

Brady formulates what he calls the Depth Relevance Condition as fol-
lows:

For all formulae A and B, if `LA→B then A and B share a
variable at the same depth in A→B, i.e. there is some variable p
with occurrences in both A and B such that d(p,A) = d(p,B)
for these occurrences.

See Brady [1984], p. 63 (where the result is first stated for the particular
paraconsistent logic DR), and Brady [1992], pp. 357–358 (where the same
form of result is then formulated for logics L more generally).
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The logics L for which Brady’s form of variable-sharing is provable are
contraction free; that is

A→(A→B) 6` LA→B.

Clearly, this is a necessary condition for Brady’s Depth Relevance Condition
to hold for L. To see this, suppose that

A→(A→B) `LA→B.

Note that the only variable occurrence of depth 2 is that of B in the premise
A→(A→B). Since the conclusion A→ B has no variable occurrence at
this depth at all, the failure of the Depth Relevance Condition for the two
sentences involved in this deducibility is immediate.

The well-known systems R and E, and the system T of ticket entailment
do not satisfy the Depth Relevance Condition, because they all afford the
latter deducibility (Contraction). Nor, of course, does Core Logic satisfy the
Depth Relevance Condition, since it too affords this deducibility. Note too
that Core Logic, unlike R, E and T, affords also the converse deducibility

A→B ` A→(A→B).

Moreover, as pointed out by Robles and Méndez [2012], no system containing
any of the following theorems enjoys Depth Relevance:

(p→q)→ [(q→r)→(p→r)]

(q→r)→ [(p→q)→(p→r)]

[(p→p)→q]→q

[p ∧ (p→q)]→q

[(p→q) ∧ ¬q]→¬p

[(p→q) ∧ (p→¬q)]→¬p

(p→¬p)→¬p

We conclude that seeking to strengthen one’s available variable-sharing re-
sult by pursuing Depth Relevance à la Brady is not at all promising. For
there appear to be no principled, non-ad hoc reasons for giving up both
Contraction and all of the just-listed theorems. (Indeed, Core Logic con-
tains both Contraction and all of the just-listed theorems; for it contains
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every theorem of Intuitionistic logic. In the same way, classical Core Logic
contains every theorem of Classical logic.)

Thus far we have been comparing our main result with other variable-
sharing results about various propositional relevance logics. But, as already
foreshadowed, our main result will be extended (in Section 8) to the first-
order case. Here, comparable results in the extant literature are much harder
to find. The main one to have emerged from a search of the literature is the
following Theorem 19 of Kron [1993] (p. 172). It concerns a certain system
of first-order relevance logic that he calls GQRW. Kron’s Theorem 19 is an
easy corollary of our main result in the first-order case. The reader should be
aware that Kron’s proof system produces proofs only of the inconsistency of
finite sequences of sentences. Kron defines π(X) to be the set of all predicate
symbols occurring in (members of) X.

Theorem 19. For any nonempty sequences X and Y , if X,Y
is derivable, then π(X) ∩ π(Y ) 6= ∅.

In our mode of presentation of the system of proof, X and Y would be
any nonempty sets, rather than sequences, of sentences. For Kron, a set is
derivable in his calculus just in case the calculus proves its inconsistency.
So our main result concerning the case where ∆ ` ⊥ (which we have called
Case (1)) yields Kron’s Theorem 19: no matter how ∆ might be divided
into two non-empty, possibly overlapping, sets ∆1, ∆2 whose union is ∆,
our finding that ∆ must be ./-connected guarantees Kron’s more modest
conclusion that there are sentences ϕ1 and ϕ2, in ∆1 and ∆2 respectively,
that share a predicate symbol. Kron’s result guarantees at best that ∆
will be connected in the weak sense that any two sentences in ∆ will be
connected by a chain of sentences in which immediate neighbors merely
share a predicate symbol. Our main result, in Case (1), is stronger than
this. It requires that any two sentences in ∆ will be connected by a chain
of sentences in which immediate neighbors share a predicate symbol that
occurs with different parities in the two sentences concerned.

A final point worth making in this digression about precursor extralogical
vocabulary-sharing results is that in the propositional case they all appear
to have been established by semantic methods. That is to say, for the logical
system in question either matrices or possible-worlds structures have been
defined with respect to which all axioms of the system take designated values,
and all rules of the system preserve designatedness of value. It is then shown
that any argument that violates the variable-sharing property in question
admits of a semantic counterexample. To be sure, these formal-semantic
methods deliver the sought results. But since the variable-sharing properties
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that we have considered thus far are all syntactically expressible, they surely
ought to admit also of pure, i.e. syntactic, proofs (in the metalanguage).
A particularly attractive feature of Core Logic that commends it in this
connection is that its primitive rules of inference (it has no axioms) allow
us to prove our variable-sharing result, Theorem 14, directly, by induction
on the complexity of core proofs. (The same holds for the extension of our
proof of the main result to the first-order case.) We do not need any foray
or detour into semantic-algebraic methods in order to get what we want.
All we need to do—which is so often the case with proofs by induction—is
formulate a subtle enough condition that will induce to core proofs from
their immediate core subproofs. For core proofs with conclusion ϕ and
undischarged assumptions ∆, we have chosen the condition R(∆, ϕ).

7 Main result

As the inductive proof of Theorem 14 will reveal, the application of any rule
of inference of Core Logic to appropriate subproofs each of whose premises
and conclusion are related by R ensures that the set of premises (i.e., undis-
charged assumptions) of the proof resulting from that rule-application also
stands in the relation R to its conclusion. In other words, R transmits under
licit application of any rule of Core Logic. Moreover, since it is obvious that
R({ϕ}, ϕ), we shall have, by induction on core proofs, that R(∆, ϕ) for any
core proof Π of ϕ from ∆.

Note that in any core proof Π, any subproof Π′ will have been formed
prior to the formation of Π itself; and if ∆′ is the set of premises of Π′, and
ϕ′ is its conclusion, then R(∆′, ϕ′).

The reader might wonder whether a core proof of ϕ from ∆ can itself
somehow be partitioned, or divided up, into subproofs whose sets of premises
correspond respectively to the components of ∆.10 The answer is negative,
but instructively so. Consider, for example, the core-provable sequent

A ∧B,A→ C,B → D : C ∧D

The three premises here form a single ./-component. But in the obvious

10This question was raised by an anonymous referee.
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proof

A ∧B

A→ C
(1)

A
(2)

C
(2)

C

B → D
(1)

B
(3)

D
(3)

D

C ∧D
(1)

C ∧D

the subproof for the final step of ∧-elimination is

A→ C A
(2)

C
(2)

C

B → D B
(3)

D
(3)

D

C ∧D

whose premise-set is partitioned into two ./-components:

A→ C,A | B → D,B

What this example shows us is that by applying an elimination rule, two
components of the premise-set of a subordinate proof can be ‘merged into
one’, via the major premise for the elimination, whose immediate con-
stituents, qua premises of the subordinate proof, are subsumed into the
major premise when they are discharged. Indeed, this theme will recur
repeatedly in the various cases in the inductive step for the proof of Theo-
rem 14 that concern applications of elimination rules.

Theorem 14. For every core proof whose set of undischarged assumptions
is ∆ and whose conclusion is ϕ, we have R(∆, ϕ).

Proof. Let Π be a core proof whose set of undischarged assumptions is ∆ and
whose conclusion is ϕ. We intend to show that exactly one of the following
cases is satisfied. It is clear from the two requirements concerning ∅ and ⊥
in each of the three cases that these cases are mutually exclusive. So, if we
establish that any of the three cases is satisfied in any particular instance Π,
we have thereby established that the case in question is the only one that is
satisfied.

Case 1. ∆ 6= ∅, ϕ = ⊥, and \∆.
Case 2. ∆ 6= ∅, ϕ 6= ⊥, and ϕ J ∆.
Case 3. ∆ = ∅, ϕ 6= ⊥, and ±ϕ.
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The proof is by induction on the complexity of Π.

Basis. Suppose Π is the proof ϕ, of ϕ (6= ⊥) from {ϕ}. Then neither Case (1)
nor Case (3) is satisfied. By Observation 3, we have ϕ J {ϕ}. So Case (2)
is satisfied.

Inductive Hypothesis. Suppose the result holds for the immediate subproofs
of Π.

Inductive Step. We consider Π by cases, according to the rule of inference
applied at the last step in Π. We give below, for each rule of inference, vari-
ous combinations of possibilities regarding the conclusion (is it a sentence ϕ,
or is it the absurdity symbol ⊥?) and regarding each set of side-assumptions
in any subordinate proof (is it empty or non-empty?). In order to save space,
we omit writing ‘Π = . . .’ before each proof-schema display, and we omit to
mention which rule is being applied at the terminal step in Π, since this is
such an obvious matter.

In our graphic representation of the various cases for Π, the appearance
of Γ (representing a set of side-assumptions) means that Γ is non-empty,
and the non-appearance of Γ means that Γ is empty. If Γ appears with an
asterisk, this means that the form of argument given for that case will work
regardless whether Γ is empty or non-empty.

We employ the same conventions for the set Ξ. (The use of asterisks in
this way is confined to cases of ∨-E.)

Various subordinate assumptions that might be available for discharge
upon application of the rule in question will actually appear, if they are
assumed to be available for discharge; but if they do not appear, we will
be working with a case where the rule in question does not require such
assumptions to have been used, and it is being applied in this instance in
their absence.

An appearance of ϕ means that we are dealing with a conclusion that
is a sentence, not the absurdity symbol. If the conclusion is the absurdity
symbol, then ⊥ actually appears. We shall indicate at the beginning of each
passage of reasoning for any particular case what is required to be shown,
by using the prefix ‘RTS:’.
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(1)

ψ
Σ
⊥ (i)

¬ψ

RTS: ±¬ψ. By IH on Σ we have ±ψ. It follows that ±¬ψ.

∆ ,
(1)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥ (i)

¬ψ

RTS: ¬ψ J ∆. By IH on Σ, (∆, ψ) is ./-connected. Let ∆′ be an
arbitrary ./-component of ∆. Since (∆, ψ) is ./-connected, we have,
for some sentence, say χ, in ∆′, that ψ ./ χ. Hence ¬ψ ≈ χ, from
which it follows that ¬ψ ≈ ∆′. But ∆′ is an arbitrary ./-component
of ∆. So ¬ψ J ∆, as required.

¬ψ
Σ
ψ

⊥
RTS: \{¬ψ}. By IH on Σ, ±ψ. So ±¬ψ. Hence \{¬ψ}.

¬ψ

Γ
Σ
ψ

⊥

RTS: \(Γ,¬ψ). By IH on Σ we have ψ J Γ. ψ occurs negatively in
¬ψ. So by Lemma 6 (Γ,¬ψ) is ./-connected. Hence \(Γ,¬ψ).

Σ
ψ

Ω
θ

ψ ∧ θ

RTS: ±(ψ ∧ θ). By IH on Σ we have ±ψ, from which it immediately
follows that ±(ψ∧θ). (Likewise, since Ω satisfies Case (3), we have ±θ,
with the same result.)

Γ
Σ
ψ

Ω
θ

ψ ∧ θ

RTS: (ψ∧θ) J Γ. To this end, let Φ be an arbitrary ./-component of Γ.
By IH on Σ we have ψ J Γ; whence ψ ≈ Φ; whence (ψ∧θ) ≈ Φ. But Φ
was an arbitrary ./-component of Γ. Hence (ψ ∧ θ) J Γ (= ∆), as
required.
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Σ
ψ

Ξ
Ω
θ

ψ ∧ θ

RTS: (ψ∧θ) J Ξ. To this end, let Φ be an arbitrary ./-component of Ξ.
By IH on Ω we have θ J Ξ; whence θ ≈ Φ; whence (ψ ∧ θ) ≈ Φ. But Φ
was an arbitrary ./-component of Ξ. Hence (ψ ∧ θ) J Ξ, as required.

Γ
Σ
ψ

Ξ
Ω
θ

ψ ∧ θ

RTS: (ψ∧θ)J (Γ,Ξ). To this end, let Φ be an arbitrary ./-component
of (Γ∪Ξ). By Lemma 4, either Φ includes a ./-component Γ′, say, of Γ,
or Φ includes a ./-component Ξ′, say, of Ξ. We shall deal with just the
former case, since the latter case is similar. By IH on Σ we have ψ J Γ;
whence ψ ≈ Γ′; whence (ψ ∧ θ) ≈ Γ′; whence (ψ ∧ θ) ≈ Φ. But Φ was
an arbitrary ./-component of (Γ ∪ Ξ). Hence (ψ ∧ θ) J (Γ ∪ Ξ), as
required.

ψ ∧ θ

Γ ,
(1)

ψ ,
(1)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

(1)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ, ψ ∧ θ).
By IH on Σ we have ϕ J (Γ ∪ {ψ, θ}). Let Λ be an
arbitrary ./-component of (Γ, ψ ∧ θ). We shall show
that for some sentence σ in Λ we have ϕ ≈ σ.
Suppose on the one hand that Λ contains ψ ∧ θ. Then
Λ contains every sentence other than ψ in [{ψ}]./Γ∪{ψ,θ};
and contains every sentence other than θ in [{θ}]./Γ∪{ψ,θ}.

The task is to find some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ. Since ϕ J (Γ ∪ {ψ, θ}),
we can perform a similar task with respect to [{ψ}]./Γ∪{ψ,θ}, finding a sentence ρ

therein (but not necessarily in Λ) such that ϕ ≈ ρ. If ρ turns out to be either ψ
or θ, then for σ we take ψ ∧ θ (which is in Λ), and we are done. Otherwise, ρ will
be some other sentence in [{ψ}]./Γ∪{ψ,θ}, hence also in Λ, and we can take ρ for σ

and be done. (Note that the ‘similar task’ could also be performed with respect to
[{θ}]./Γ∪{ψ,θ}.)

Suppose on the other hand that Λ does not contain ψ ∧ θ. It follows that
Λ ⊆ ((Γ, ψ ∧ θ) \ {ψ ∧ θ}). So Λ is also a ./-component of Γ ∪ {ψ, θ}. Since
ϕ J (Γ ∪ {ψ, θ}), there is some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.

ψ ∧ θ

Γ ,
(1)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

(1)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ, ψ ∧ θ). By IH on Σ we have ϕ J (Γ, ψ). Let Λ
be an arbitrary ./-component of (Γ, ψ ∧ θ). We shall show
that there is some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.
Suppose on the one hand that Λ contains ψ ∧ θ. Then Λ
contains every sentence other than ψ in [{ψ}]./Γ,ψ. The task
is to find some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.

Since ϕ J (Γ, ψ), we can perform a similar task with respect to [{ψ}]./Γ,ψ, finding a
sentence ρ therein (but not necessarily in Λ) such that ϕ ≈ ρ. If ρ turns out to be
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ψ, then for σ we take ψ ∧ θ (which is in Λ), and we are done. Otherwise, ρ will be
some other sentence in [{ψ}]./Γ,ψ, hence also in Λ, and we can take ρ for σ and be
done.

Suppose on the other hand that Λ does not contain ψ ∧ θ. It follows that
Λ ⊆ ((Γ, ψ∧ θ)\{ψ∧ θ}). So Λ is a ./-component of (Γ, ψ). Since ϕ J (Γ, ψ), there
is some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.

It follows that ϕ J (Γ, ψ ∧ θ), as required.

ψ ∧ θ

Γ ,
(1)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

(1)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ, ψ ∧ θ). The reasoning in this case is exactly
like that in the last one, replacing ψ with θ at relevant places.

ψ ∧ θ

Γ ,
(1)

ψ ,
(1)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

(1)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ, ψ ∧ θ). By IH on Σ we have \(Γ, ψ, θ). It fol-
lows that (Γ, ψ, θ) is ./-connected. We shall show that
\(Γ, ψ ∧ θ) by showing that (Γ, ψ ∧ θ) is ./-connected.
To this end, let ρ and σ be any two distinct sentences
in (Γ, ψ ∧ θ). We need to establish that ρ and σ are
./-connected in (Γ, ψ ∧ θ).
If ψ ∧ θ is in Γ, then Γ = (Γ, ψ ∧ θ), and that ρ and σ
are so connected is immediate from the ./-connectedness
of (Γ, ψ, θ).

So we need only investigate the case where ψ ∧ θ is not in Γ. If ρ and σ are both

distinct from ψ ∧ θ, then our sought result is immediate from the ./-connectedness

of (Γ, ψ, θ). Suppose, finally, that ρ = ψ ∧ θ. (The case where σ = ψ∧ θ is similar.)

Then σ 6= ψ ∧ θ. Hence σ is in Γ. Since (Γ, ψ, θ) is ./-connected, we have that σ is

./-connected to ψ in (Γ, ψ, θ). (It is also the case that σ is similarly connected to θ;

but either one of these ./-facts will suffice.) ψ occurs positively in ψ ∧ θ. Hence σ

is ./-connected to ψ ∧ θ (= ρ) in (Γ, ψ ∧ θ).
It follows that \(Γ, ψ ∧ θ), as required.
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ψ ∧ θ

Γ ,
(1)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

(1)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ, ψ ∧ θ). By IH on Σ we have \(Γ, ψ). Hence (Γ, ψ)
is ./-connected. We shall show that \(Γ, ψ ∧ θ) by showing
that (Γ, ψ ∧ θ) is ./-connected. To this end, let ρ and σ be
any two distinct sentences in (Γ, ψ∧θ). We need to establish
that ρ and σ are ./-connected in (Γ, ψ ∧ θ). If ψ ∧ θ is in Γ,
then Γ = (Γ, ψ ∧ θ), and that ρ and σ are so connected is
immediate from the ./-connectedness of (Γ, ψ).

So we need only investigate the case where ψ∧θ is not in Γ. If ρ and σ are both

distinct from ψ ∧ θ, then our sought result is immediate from the ./-connectedness

of (Γ, ψ). Suppose, finally, that ρ = ψ ∧ θ. (The case where σ = ψ ∧ θ is similar.)

Then σ 6= ψ ∧ θ. Hence σ is in Γ. Since (Γ, ψ) is ./-connected, we have that σ is

./-connected to ψ in (Γ, ψ). ψ occurs positively in ψ ∧ θ. Hence σ is ./-connected

to ψ ∧ θ (= ρ) in (Γ, ψ ∧ θ).

ψ ∧ θ

Γ ,
(1)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

(1)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ, ψ ∧ θ). The reasoning in this case is exactly like
that in the last one, replacing ψ with θ at relevant places.

Σ
ψ

ψ ∨ θ
RTS: ±(ψ ∨ θ). By IH on Σ we have ±ψ. Hence ±(ψ ∨ θ).

∆
Σ
ψ

ψ ∨ θ

RTS: (ψ ∨ θ) J ∆. By IH on Σ we have ψ J ∆. ψ occurs positively
in ψ ∨ θ. Hence (ψ ∨ θ) J ∆.

∆
Σ
θ

ψ ∨ θ

RTS: (ψ ∨ θ) J ∆. By IH on Σ we have ψ J ∆. θ occurs positively in
ψ ∨ θ. Hence (ψ ∨ θ) J ∆.
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ψ ∨ θ

Γ∗ ,
(i)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

Ξ∗ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ). Let Λ be an arbitrary
./-component of (Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ). We shall show
that for some sentence σ in Λ we have ϕ ≈ σ.
Suppose on the one hand that Λ contains ψ ∨ θ.
Then Λ contains every sentence other than ψ
in [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ; and contains every sentence other
than θ in [{θ}]./Ξ∗,θ.

The task is to find some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ. We proceed as follows,
focusing on Σ. (We could just as well focus on Ω instead.)

By IH on Σ we have ϕ J (Γ∗, ψ); so we can find a sentence ρ in
the ./-component [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ of (Γ∗, ψ) (but not necessarily in Λ) such
that ϕ ≈ ρ.

If on the one hand ρ is ψ, then for σ we take ψ ∨ θ (which is in Λ),
so that ϕ ≈ σ, and we are done. If on the other hand ρ is not ψ, then
ρ will be some other sentence in [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ, hence also in Λ, and we
take ρ for σ, whence ϕ ≈ σ, and we are done.

Note that a similar task could also have been performed with respect to [{θ}]./Ξ∗,θ.
Suppose on the other hand that Λ does not contain ψ ∨ θ. (This can happen

only if Γ∗∪ Ξ∗ 6= ∅.) It follows that Λ ⊆ ((Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ) \ {ψ ∨ θ}). So Λ ∩ Γ∗

is a ./-component of (Γ∗, ψ); and Λ ∩ Ξ∗ is a ./-component of (Ξ∗, θ). Recall that
ϕ J (Γ∗, ψ); so there is some sentence σ in Λ ∩ Γ∗, hence in Λ, such that ϕ ≈ σ.
(As already intimated above, we can reach this conclusion by noting also that
ϕ J (Ξ∗, θ); consideration of just one of the two case-proofs suffices.)

It follows that ϕ J (Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ), as required.

ψ ∨ θ

Γ∗ ,
(i)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

Ξ∗ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
⊥

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J {Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ}.
To this end let Λ be an arbitrary ./-component
of (Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ). We shall show that for some
sentence σ in Λ we have ϕ ≈ σ.
Suppose on the one hand that Λ contains ψ ∨ θ.
Then Λ contains every sentence other than ψ
in [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ.

The task is to find some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ. We proceed as follows,
focusing on Σ. (Here, we must focus on Σ; we cannot focus on Ω instead, since Ω
proves ⊥.)

By IH we have ϕ J (Γ∗, ψ). [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ is a ./-component of (Γ∗, ψ). So
we can find a sentence ρ in [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ such that ϕ ≈ ρ.

If on the one hand ρ is ψ, then for σ we take ψ ∨ θ (which is in Λ), so
that ϕ ≈ σ, and we are done. If on the other hand ρ is not ψ, then ρ
is some other sentence in [{ψ}]./Γ∗,ψ, hence also in Λ, and we take ρ for
σ, whence ϕ ≈ σ, and we are done.
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Suppose on the other hand that Λ does not contain ψ ∨ θ.
It follows that Λ ⊆ ((Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ∨θ)\{ψ∨θ}). So Λ∩Γ∗ is a ./-component of (Γ∗, ψ).
By IH ϕ J (Γ∗, ψ); so there is some sentence σ in Λ∩Γ∗, hence in Λ, such that ϕ ≈ σ.

It follows that ϕ J (Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ), as required.

ψ ∨ θ

Γ∗ ,
(i)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

Ξ∗ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J {Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ}. The reasoning in this
case is like the reasoning in the last one, with Ω
and Ξ∗ playing the respective roles of Σ and Γ∗.

ψ ∨ θ

Γ∗ ,
(i)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

Ξ∗ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
⊥

(i)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ).
By IH on Σ, we have \(Γ∗, ψ).
By IH on Ω, we have \(Ξ∗, θ).
The disjuncts of a disjunction occur positively
within it. We now have the hypotheses of Lemma 5
applying to our problem.
By Lemma 5 we have \(Γ∗,Ξ∗, ψ ∨ θ), as required.

Σ
θ

ψ → θ

RTS: ±(ψ → θ). By IH on Σ we have ± θ. Hence ±(ψ → θ).

∆
Σ
θ

ψ → θ

RTS: (ψ → θ) J ∆. By IH on Σ we have θ J ∆. θ occurs positively
in (ψ → θ). Hence (ψ → θ) J ∆.

(1)

ψ
Σ
θ

ψ → θ

RTS: ±(ψ → θ). By IH on Σ we have θ J {ψ}, hence θ ≈ ψ.
ψ occurs negatively in (ψ → θ). So ±(ψ → θ).
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∆ ,
(1)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
θ

ψ → θ

RTS: (ψ → θ) J ∆. By IH on Σ we have θ J (∆, ψ). We also
have the following: ψ is not in ∆; θ J (∆, ψ); ψ occurs negatively in
(ψ → θ); and θ occurs positively in (ψ → θ). Take (ψ → θ) for ϕ in
Lemma 8, to conclude that (ψ → θ) J ∆, as required.

(1)

ψ
Σ
⊥

ψ → θ

RTS: ±(ψ → θ). By IH on Σ we have \{ψ}. So ±ψ.
Hence ±(ψ → θ).

∆ ,
(1)

ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

ψ → θ

RTS: (ψ → θ) ≈ ∆. By IH on Σ we have \(∆, ψ). We also have
the following: ψ is not in ∆; \(∆, ψ); and ψ occurs negatively in
(ψ → θ). By Lemma 7, we have (ψ → θ) ≈ ∆, as required.

ψ → θ

Σ
ψ

(i)

θ
Ω
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J {ψ → θ}.
So we need to show that ϕ ≈ (ψ → θ).
By IH on Ω, we have ϕ ≈ θ.
θ occurs positively in ψ → θ.
The sought result follows.

ψ → θ

Σ
ψ

Ξ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Ξ, ψ → θ).
So let Λ be an arbitrary ./-component of (Ξ, ψ → θ).
We need to show that ϕ ≈ Λ. So we need to find some σ
in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ. We proceed by dilemma on the
(decidable) proposition that (ψ → θ) is in Λ.
Suppose on the one hand that (ψ → θ) is in Λ. Then Λ
contains every sentence other than θ in [θ]./Ξ,θ.

By IH on Ω we have ϕ J (Ξ, θ). Hence ϕ ≈ [θ]./Ξ,θ. It follows that for some ρ
in [θ]./Ξ,θ, we have ϕ ≈ ρ. Now for a further, embedded, dilemma:

If ρ is θ, then ϕ ≈ (ψ → θ), and we can take (ψ → θ) for our sought
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sentence σ in Λ, and be done.
But if ρ is not θ, then ρ is in Λ, and we can take ρ for our sought
sentence σ and be done.

Suppose on the other hand that (ψ → θ) is not in Λ. Thus θ is not in Λ (other-
wise (ψ → θ) would be in Λ, via θ). So Λ is a ./-component of (Ξ, θ). Since
ϕ J (Ξ, θ), we have ϕ ≈ Λ.

Λ was an arbitrary ./-component of (Ξ, ψ → θ).

It follows that ϕ J (Ξ, ψ → θ), as required.

ψ → θ

Γ
Σ
ψ

(i)

θ
Ω
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ, ψ → θ).
By IH on Ω we have ϕ J {θ}. Hence ϕ ≈ θ. Since θ
occurs positively in ψ → θ, we have ϕ ≈ (ψ → θ).
Thus ϕ ≈ (Γ, ψ → θ). By IH on Σ, we have ψ J Γ.
By Lemma 6, (Γ, ψ → θ) is ./-connected. Hence
(Γ, ψ → θ) is its own sole ./-component. It follows that
ϕ J (Γ, ψ → θ), as required.

ψ → θ

Γ
Σ
ψ

Ξ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ). Let Λ be any ./-component
of (Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ). We need to show that ϕ ≈ Λ. So we
need to find some σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ. We proceed
by dilemma on the (decidable) proposition that (ψ → θ)
is in Λ.
Suppose on the one hand that (ψ → θ) is in Λ. Then
two consequences are of note.

First, Λ includes Γ. This is because ψ occurs negatively in (ψ → θ), and ψ ≈ Γ.
So (ψ → θ) serves as a ./-connector among all the ./-components of Γ.
Secondly, Λ contains every sentence η other than θ in [θ]./Ξ,θ because (ψ → θ) is
./-connected to η. By IH on Ω we have ϕ J (Ξ, θ). Hence ϕ ≈ [θ]./Ξ,θ. So for some
ρ in [θ]./Ξ,θ, we have ϕ ≈ ρ. Now for a further, embedded, dilemma:

If ρ is θ, then ϕ ≈ (ψ → θ), and we can take (ψ → θ) for our sought
sentence σ in Λ, and be done.
But if ρ is not θ, then ρ is in Λ, and we can take ρ for our sought
sentence σ and be done.

This ends the first horn of the main dilemma. We proceed now to the second horn.
Suppose on the other hand that (ψ → θ) is not in Λ. Thus θ is not in Λ

(otherwise (ψ → θ) would be in Λ, via θ), and no member of Γ is in Λ either
(otherwise (ψ → θ) would be in Λ, via ψ). So Λ is a ./-component of (Ξ, θ). Since
ϕ J (Ξ, θ), it follows that ϕ ≈ Λ.

Λ was an arbitrary ./-component of (Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ).

It follows that ϕ J (Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ), as required.
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ψ → θ

Σ
ψ

(i)

θ
Ω
⊥

(i)

⊥

RTS: ±(ψ → θ). By IH on Σ we have ±ψ, whence
±(ψ → θ). (Consideration of just Σ suffices here. It
would also suffice to consider just Ω.)

ψ → θ

Σ
ψ

Ξ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
⊥

(i)

⊥

RTS: \(Ξ, ψ → θ). By IH on Ω, we have \(Ξ, θ). Hence
(Ξ, θ) is ./-connected. It follows that (Ξ, ψ → θ) is ./-
connected. Hence \(Ξ, ψ → θ).

ψ → θ

Γ
Σ
ψ

(i)

θ
Ω
⊥

(i)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ, ψ → θ). By IH on Σ, we have ψ ≈ Γ. Hence
(Γ, ψ → θ) is ./-connected. So \(Γ, ψ → θ).

ψ → θ

Γ
Σ
ψ

Ξ ,
(i)

θ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω
⊥

(i)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ). By IH on Σ, we have ψ ≈ Γ.
Hence (Γ, ψ → θ) is ./-connected. By IH on Ω, we
have \(Ξ, θ). Hence (Ξ, θ) is ./-connected. But θ occurs
positively in (ψ → θ), which lies in the ./-connected set
(Γ, ψ → θ). It follows that (Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ) is ./-connected;
whence also \(Γ,Ξ, ψ → θ).

8 Extensions

The main result on relevance, as already foreshadowed, can be extended to
Classical Core Logic, and to its first-order extension.
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8.1 Extension of main result to Classical Core logic (propo-
sitional or first-order)

The easiest way to appreciate how our main result extends to the classical
case (propositional or first-order) is to consider the rule of Classical Re-
ductio, which is just like (¬-I), except for swapping the positions of ϕ and
¬ϕ:

2 (i)

¬ϕ
...
⊥ (i)

ϕ

The reasoning in the inductive step for the cases involving applications
of Classical Reductio is very similar to the reasoning for the cases involving
applications of ¬-Introduction. One simply interchanges the roles of ψ and
of ¬ψ.

(1)

¬ψ
Σ
⊥ (i)

ψ

RTS: ±ψ. By IH on Σ we have ±¬ψ. It follows that ±ψ.

∆ ,
(1)

¬ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥ (i)

ψ

RTS: ψ J ∆. By IH on Σ, (∆,¬ψ) is ./-connected. Let ∆′ be an
arbitrary ./-component of ∆. Since (∆,¬ψ) is ./-connected, we have,
for some sentence, say χ, in ∆′, that ¬ψ ./ χ. Hence ψ ≈ χ, from
which it follows that ψ ≈ ∆′. But ∆′ is an arbitrary ./-component
of ∆. So ψ J ∆, as required.

8.2 Extension of main result to first-order (Classical) Core
logic

At first order, the extra rules of inference are the rules of introduction and
elimination (the latter in parallelized form) for the existential and universal
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quantifiers. The notation �a indicates places where the parameter a is not
allowed to occur. This notation is used in the statement of the graphic ver-
sion of the rules of ∃-Elimination and of ∀-Introduction, and the restrictions
thereby effected are the familiar ones.

(∃-I)

...
ϕxt
∃xϕ

(∃-E)

∃xϕ�a

2 (i)

�a . . . ϕxa . . .�a︸ ︷︷ ︸
...

ψ�a
(i)

ψ

(∀-I)

�a
...
ϕ

∀xϕax

(∀-E)

∀xϕ

(i) . . .2 . . . (i)

ϕxt1 , . . . , ϕ
x
tn︸ ︷︷ ︸

...
θ

(i)

θ

With (∀-E) we require only that at least one of the indicated ‘instantiating
assumptions’ of the form ϕxt should have been used in the subordinate proof,
and be available for discharge. (This is what is indicated by the little box
at the level of the discharge strokes: it is necessary to have used at least one
assumption of the indicated form.) The requirement that at least one such
assumption be undischarged in the subordinate proof guarantees that the use
of the major premise ∀xϕ will not prove to be pointless, and will not thereby
be made spuriously relevant to the conclusion. The rule is formulated so as
to allow the use, and simultaneous discharge, of any finite number of such
instantiating assumptions (each involving a different instantiating term) in
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the subordinate proof.
In the first-order case, we assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the only

extralogical expressions are primitive predicates (of various adicities). It
will be occurrences of primitive predicates that will have signed occurrences
within formulae (and sentences, which are formulae with no free occurrences
of individual variables). The definition of positive and negative occurrences
of predicates is straightforward. Only the basis clause needs attention:

The occurrence of the primitive n-place predicate P in any atomic
formula of the form P (t1, . . . , tn) is positive therein.

The effects of the connectives on the parity of predicate-occurrences within
the formulae being connected is exactly as in the propositional case for atom-
occurrences. Going past a negation sign, or to the left of a conditional arrow,
toggles the parity. Moreover, the way the two quantifiers affect parities upon
being prefixed to a formula is obvious from the analogy between existential
[resp., universal] quantification and multiple disjunction [resp., conjunction]
of instances. Parities are unaffected by the quantifiers, just as they are by
∨ and ∧. The only care that needs to be exercised concerns the taking of
instances. If x1, . . . , xn are variables free in ϕ, and t1, . . . , tn are terms, then
any predicate-occurrence in ϕ has the same parity as it does in ϕx1t1 . . .

xn
tn .

With primitive predicates taking over from propositional atoms in the
first-order case, it is easy to re-formulate our definitions of the various meta-
linguistic predicates and relations involved in the formulation of our rele-
vance property, with primitive predicates P taking over from propositional
atoms A :

χ �+ θ ; χ ≺− θ ; ϕ≈
P
ψ ; ϕ ≈ ψ ; ϕ ≈ ∆ ; ϕ ./

P
ψ

ϕ ./ ψ ; ±ϕ ; ϕ ./ψ ; [Ω]./∆ ; ϕ J ∆ ; \∆ ; R(∆, ϕ)

We can adapt the reasoning (in our proof of Theorem 14) for the propo-
sitional cases dealing with ∨ and ∧ so as to deal analogously with proofs
formed by applying the introduction or elimination rules for ∃ and ∀.

Here now are the cases in the inductive step that extend Theorem 14 to
the first-order case.

Σ
ψ

∀xψax

RTS: ±(∀xψax). By IH on Σ we have ±ψ, from which it immediately
follows that ±(∀xψax).
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∆
Σ
ψ

∀xψax

RTS: ∀xψax J ∆. To this end, let Φ be an arbitrary ./-component of ∆.
By IH on Σ we have ψ J ∆; whence ψ ≈ Φ; whence ∀xψax ≈ Φ. But Φ
was an arbitrary ./-component of ∆. Hence ∀xψax J ∆, as required.

∀xψ

Γ ,
(1)

ψxt1 , . . . ,
(1)

ψxtn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

(1)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ,∀xψ).
By IH on Σ we have ϕ J Γ ∪ {ψxt1 , . . . , ψ

x
tn}. Let Λ be

an arbitrary ./-component of (Γ,∀xψ). We shall show
that for some sentence σ in Λ we have ϕ ≈ σ.
We argue now by dilemma.
Suppose on the one hand that Λ contains ∀xψ. Then,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Λ contains every sentence other than ψxti
in [{ψxti}]

./
Γ∪{ψx

t1
,...,ψx

tn
}.

The task is to find some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.
Since ϕ J (Γ ∪ {ψxt1 , . . . , ψ

x
tn}), we can perform a similar task with respect to

[{ψ}]./Γ∪{ψx
t1
,...,ψx

tn
}, finding a sentence ρ therein (but not necessarily in Λ) such that

ϕ ≈ ρ.
We now argue by a subsidiary dilemma.
Case (i): ρ is one of ψxt1 , . . . , ψ

x
tn . Then for σ we take ∀xψ (which by supposition is

in Λ), and we are done.
Case (ii): ρ is none of ψxt1 , . . . , ψ

x
tn . Then ρ is some other sentence in [{ψ}]./Γ∪{ψx

t1
,...,ψx

tn
},

hence also in Λ, and we can take ρ for σ and be done.
Suppose on the other hand that Λ does not contain ∀xψ. It follows that

Λ ⊆ ((Γ,∀xψ) \ {∀xψ}). So Λ is also a ./-component of Γ ∪ {ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn}. Since

ϕ J Γ ∪ {ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn}, there is some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.

∀xψ

Γ ,
(1)

ψxt1 , . . . ,
(1)

ψxtn︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

(1)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ,∀xψ). By IH on Σ we have \(Γ, ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn).

It follows that (Γ, ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn) is ./-connected. We shall

show that \(Γ,∀xψ) by showing that (Γ,∀xψ) is ./-
connected. To this end, let ρ and σ be any two distinct
sentences in (Γ,∀xψ). We need to establish that ρ and σ
are ./-connected in (Γ,∀xψ).
If ∀xψ is in Γ, then Γ = (Γ,∀xψ), and that ρ and σ
are so connected is immediate from the ./-connectedness
of (Γ, ψxt1 , . . . , ψ

x
tn).

So we need only investigate the case where ∀xψ is not in Γ. If ρ and σ are both

distinct from ∀xψ, then our sought result that ρ and σ are ./-connected is immedi-

ate from the ./-connectedness of (Γ, ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn). Suppose, finally, that ρ = ∀xψ.
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(The case where σ = ∀xψ is similar.) Then σ 6= ∀xψ. Hence σ is in Γ. Since

(Γ, ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn) is ./-connected, we have that σ is ./-connected to, say, ψxt1 in

(Γ, ψxt1 , . . . , ψ
x
tn). By the non-vacuous discharge requirement on ∀-E, we know

that ψxt1 is available. (It is also the case that σ is similarly connected to ψxtj ,

for 1 < j ≤ n.) ψxt1 ‘occurs positively’ in ∀xψ (i.e., is defined to be a positive

‘sub’formula of ∀xψ). Hence σ is ./-connected to ∀xψ (= ρ) in (Γ,∀xψ).

It follows that \(Γ,∀xψ), as required.

Σ
ψxt
∃xψ

RTS: ±∃xψ. By IH on Σ we have ±ψxt . Hence ±∃xψ.

∆
Σ
ψxt
∃xψ

RTS: ∃xψ J ∆. By IH on Σ we have ψxt J ∆. ψxt ‘occurs positively’
in ∃xψ. Hence ∃xψ J ∆.

∃xψ

Γ∗ ,
(i)

ψxa︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
ϕ

(i)

ϕ

RTS: ϕ J (Γ∗,∃xψ). Let Λ be an arbitrary ./-
component of (Γ∗,∃xψ). We shall show that for
some sentence σ in Λ we have ϕ ≈ σ.
Suppose on the one hand that Λ contains ∃xψ.
Then Λ contains every sentence other than ψxa
in [{ψxa}]./Γ∗,ψx

a
.

The task is to find some sentence σ in Λ such that ϕ ≈ σ.

By IH on Σ we have ϕ J (Γ∗, ψxa); so we can find a sentence ρ in the
./-component [{ψxa}]./Γ∗,ψx

a
of (Γ∗, ψxa) (but not necessarily in Λ) such

that ϕ ≈ ρ.

If on the one hand ρ is ψxa , then for σ we take ∃xψ (which by supposition
is in Λ), so that ϕ ≈ σ, and we are done. If on the other hand ρ is not
ψxa , then ρ will be some other sentence in [{ψxa}]./Γ∗,ψx

a
, hence also in Λ,

and we take ρ for σ, whence ϕ ≈ σ, and we are done.

Suppose on the other hand that Λ does not contain ∃xψ. (This can happen only
if Γ∗ 6= ∅.) It follows that Λ ⊆ (Γ∗,∃xψ)\{∃xψ}. So Λ ∩ Γ∗ is a ./-component of
(Γ∗, ψxa). Recall that ϕ J (Γ∗, ψxa); so there is some sentence σ in Λ ∩ Γ∗, hence in
Λ, such that ϕ ≈ σ.

It follows that ϕ J (Γ∗,Ξ∗,∃xψ), as required.
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∃xψ

Γ∗ ,
(i)

ψxa︸ ︷︷ ︸
Σ
⊥

(i)

⊥

RTS: \(Γ∗,∃xψ).
By IH on Σ, we have \(Γ∗, ψxa). The parametric instance ψxa is
a positive subsentence of ∃xψ. We now have the hypotheses of
Lemma 5 applying to our problem.
By Lemma 5 we have \(Γ∗,∃xψ), as required.

9 Final reflections

We have shown that an exigent relevance property, R(∆, ϕ), is exhibited by
the premise-set ∆ and conclusion ϕ of any proof in the first-order system
C+ of Classical Core logic. We have also seen (Lemma 1) that the relevance
logic R of Anderson and Belnap is included in C+. We have therefore estab-
lished R(∆, ϕ) for proofs in R and, a fortiori, for proofs in any subsystems
of R. Moreover, the relevance property R(∆, ϕ) is more exigent than any
such property formulated thus far, and shown to hold, for R or any of its
subsystems.

This reflects well on the proof-theoretic methods that we have chosen to
deploy in our investigation of just how tightly the relevance-relation can be
drawn between premises and conclusions of relevant proofs. For C+ properly
includes R. Indeed, C+ even contains Disjunctive Syllogism (A∨B,¬A : B),
which is the bête noire of R. Thus, prima facie, it should have been much
more difficult to accomplish a proof of strong relevance for C+ rather than
for (some subsystem of) R.

We have seen also that none of the obvious ways of strengthening the
relation R(∆, ϕ) survives the weight of simple counterexamples from among
the intuitively relevant, valid sequents. The counterexamples in question
were the following:

A→ B,B → C : A→ C A : A ∨B A,B : A ∧B
(A ∧ ¬A) ∧B : ⊥ A,A→ C,B,B → ¬C : ⊥ A,A→ B : B
A ∧B : A ∅ : (A→ A) ∨B

All these sequents are provable in R. So the prospects seem very dim for
any strengthening of R(∆, ϕ) that might hold for R. Relevantists in the
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Anderson–Belnap school might, however, take issue with this claim. So we
lay down the following challenge for future research:

Identify any strengthening of R(∆, ϕ) that can be shown to hold
for some subsystem of R but that can be shown to fail for C+.

If there proves to be no such strengthening, then the advocate of R (or any
of its subsystems) is left with the untoward conclusion that considerations
of vocabulary-sharing alone cannot justify their choice of system over the
rival system C+ (in the classical case) or C (in the intuitionistic case).

But against any argument in favor of an Anderson–Belnap type of rele-
vance logic over C+ or C we raise the parting objection that the core systems
C and C+, but not the Anderson–Belnap systems, allow the faithful regi-
mentation of deductive reasoning in intuitionistic and classical mathematics
respectively. (See Theorems 12 and 13.) The core systems are truer to
Frege’s founding purpose in formalizing a system of deductive logic.
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